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Executive summary
Thriving cities – where people can easily connect with 
one another and with jobs, services, and amenities – 
are essential to economic prosperity. With the world’s 
urban population expected to double by 2050, cities 
need to be built and run in ways that maximise access 
to opportunities without increasing carbon emissions, 
pollution, and congestion. Smart transport policy has 
a key part to play in laying the foundations for better 
urban structures, boosting public transport use, making 
it safe and easy to walk or cycle, and discouraging 
private car use. 

This paper explores the wealth of options available to 
national transport policy-makers who wish to support 
more compact and connected urban development, and 
provides clear inputs on how to prioritise, broadening 
the focus from facilitating movement, to achieving true 
accessibility. It outlines different types of transport 
policy instruments and governance reforms, and 
examines 21 widely discussed interventions – including 
five that global experts identified as particularly effective 
for making cities more accessible. It ends with guiding 
principles for choosing and implementing the options 
best suited to each national context.

Transport policy is typically administered by dedicated 
transport ministries. Although it is usually separate from 
spatial planning, it directly affects urban development 
by determining the cost of travel between places and the 
quality of local environments. Policy-makers recognise 
these impacts, but transport departments’ narrow 
remit – to facilitate movement – may lead them to 
make choices that increase urban sprawl and worsen 
congestion, making cities less accessible.  
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National road design standards, budget allocation choices and fiscal incentives can also make urban areas more  
car-centric and discourage public transport use, cycling, or walking.

Transport policies that prioritise movement and high speeds have many negative effects, from road accidents 
to increased air pollution to carbon emissions; transport already accounts for 23% of global CO2 emissions, and 
is predicted to almost double by 2050 in a business-as-usual scenario. Experts have thus, for years, advocated 
for refocusing transport policy on accessibility, in close coordination with other sectors. This, in turn, requires 
recognising that spatial development, urban form and city design are dynamic, able to both respond to and shape 
transport interventions.

Our analysis focuses on policy instruments typically associated with the sectoral powers of transport ministries, 
but recognises that other sectors, especially urban planning and social policy, also have crucial roles to play in 
improving urban accessibility. We explore both specific policy instruments and the governance reforms that may  
be needed to support their implementation.

TAKING STOCK OF TRANSPORT POLICY OPTIONS

One way to think about national transport policy interventions is how much force the government wishes to apply. 
It can: impose regulations, requiring compliance (e.g. national fuel standards); create economic incentives (e.g. 
road pricing, or national budget support for public transport projects); or use information to encourage behaviour 
change (e.g. public awareness campaigns, or guidance for local transport planners that promotes accessibility-
focused approaches). In addition, governance reforms may be needed to facilitate change, such as bringing 
municipalities together to plan and manage transport across a metropolitan area.

Policy interventions also vary in their scope: do they target a specific city, directly impact on all urban areas, or 
indirectly affect cities through national-scale change (e.g. fuel economy standards)? They may differ in the types of 
transition activities they foster or support: strategic, tactical, operational, or reflexive. They can vary enormously 
in their fiscal implications. And they may focus on different aspects of the sustainable transport hierarchy: avoid 
(reduce travel needs), shift (get more people to walk, cycle, or take public transport instead of driving), or improve 
(make travel cleaner and more energy-efficient).

From an inventory of 189 policy instruments and governance reforms, we developed a shortlist of 21, focusing on 
options that are widely discussed and clearly relevant to national transport policy-makers – from parking standards 
and awareness campaigns, to infrastructure budget reallocation and metropolitan strategic transport governance. 

A survey of transport experts was then used to identify the five interventions deemed most important, on a global 
scale, for promoting compact and connected urban development. The top five chosen were: 

Infrastructure budget allocation: Reforms to national transport budgets and infrastructure spending priorities 
can shift spending from roads and infrastructure that primarily benefits private car use to public transport, walking, 
and cycling. Two-thirds of experts cited this as a priority.

Integrated national urban and transport plans: New approaches to urban planning are emerging to align 
urban development strategy with transport planning and facilitate sustainable mobility at the city level. Bringing 
experts and planners together across domains (e.g. from different ministries) makes it easier to develop more 
coherent, complementary policies and plans.

Road pricing: Charging drivers to use a road – based on distance travelled, within a specific zone, or during  
peak hours – can help to reduce congestion, distribute the social costs of driving more fairly, and improve air 
quality. In addition, these charges can generate revenue to make alternative modes of travel more affordable, 
efficient, and pleasant. 
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Metropolitan strategic transport: Recognising that many people who work in cities commute from a wider 
metropolitan region, many governments have bundled key transport governance powers – fiscal, decision-making, 
infrastructure delivery and operations – at the metropolitan or “functional urban area” level.

Land-based finance/Land value capture: Public infrastructure projects can boost real estate values and create 
major new business opportunities. Governments are seizing on this to generate revenue for those projects by taxing 
value increases or negotiating contributions from property owners (“land value capture”). Related approaches include 
selling or leasing land for development around transport infrastructure (e.g. air rights or parcels next to a new metro 
station) and developing land jointly.

Notably, when asked about the top five policy instruments and reforms they saw as priorities for reducing carbon 
emissions, transport experts chose four of the five options listed above again. Only road pricing was displaced in 
the top five, with experts instead elevating parking standards reform. This demonstrates that actions that promote 
compact and connected cities also tend to be beneficial for low-carbon urban development. 

KEY TAKEAWAYS FOR NATIONAL TRANSPORT POLICY-MAKERS

National policy-makers have a significant role to play in shaping urban development. Urban leaders are taking bold 
action to make cities more accessible, but the choices that national governments make can accelerate progress, 
or hinder it. This paper can serve as a first step in exploring the best options for each country. For policy-makers 
embarking on that journey, we recommend: 

Carefully consider the national context, especially institutional arrangements.  
Factors such as the political economy, level of decentralisation and wealth can make an option more or less viable. 
Institutional arrangements are particularly important. Find windows of opportunity to adopt particularly tough 
reforms when they are likelier to be accepted by the public.

Budgets matter – it is not about spending more, but spending better. 
National budget allocations can make a major difference in efforts to make cities more compact and connected. This 
need not require increases in total spending, rather a shift from investments that primarily benefit road-building and 
maintenance towards public transport and infrastructure for walking and cycling. Consider financing as a critical 
enabler, especially of large-scale infrastructure.

Identify and eliminate harmful policy interventions that perpetuate the status quo.  
Eliminating or reforming harmful policies, such as fuel subsidies, tax breaks on cars, minimum parking requirements, 
and road-building standards that prioritise speed, is as important as introducing beneficial ones. It is also important to 
address institutional structures that hinder progress, such as single-purpose road transport agencies.

Consider the wide menu of options to identify priority reforms.  
Take stock of the policy interventions already in place and identify opportunities to adopt further actions that have 
already proven successful elsewhere. Appreciate that the same objective can often be addressed through regulatory, 
economic, or information-based pathways; which is best will depend on the local context and available resources.

Make new technology work for urban mobility (not the other way around). 
Take the lead on steering the application of new technologies. Disruptive innovations – from smart mobility to 
autonomous vehicles – can transform urban mobility, but they require proactive policy intervention from the start. 
Embrace road pricing (including for electric vehicles) as a central instrument for managing traffic, and rethink the 
regulation of different modes of transport.
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Bundle complementary policy interventions to enhance their impact. 
Bundle and appropriately sequence policy interventions, as this will more effectively scale their impact and 
acceptability. Certain policy instruments and governance reforms may complement or reinforce others, so it is 
important to take a comprehensive approach to transport planning. Start with easier-to-implement measures while 
building up institutional capacity for more difficult ones.

Find common ground with other related sectors, especially urban planning. 
Prioritise urban accessibility as a top-level outcome. Although this paper focuses on transport policy, complementary 
action is also needed in spatial planning (land use), social policy and other areas. To be truly effective, national 
governments need to foster strong cross-sector collaboration and governance reforms to support more joined-up 
urban planning and policy-making.

This paper provides a foundation for national transport policy-makers to begin pragmatic but ambitious conversations 
about actions they can take to make cities more accessible – either by leapfrogging car-centric development pathways, 
or by transitioning towards a more compact and connected future. There are multiple options to suit every national 
context – many with broad economic, social, and environmental benefits. By seizing these opportunities, countries at 
all levels of development can reshape urban life for the better for decades to come.  

 

1. Introduction
Developing thriving cities is essential to achieving economic prosperity. Every country in the world today that has 
transitioned to middle-income status has significantly increased urbanisation levels.1 As a result, more than 80% of 
global economic output is now produced by urban areas.2 But urbanisation is about far more than economic growth. 
It involves profound shifts that affect cultural norms, social equity, health, and well-being – with both positive and 
negative results to date. Urbanisation also has major ecological consequences: from large-scale land conversion 
and loss of biodiversity, to greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, air pollution, and environmental degradation. Urban 
development has thus become a critical component of the Anthropocene – a new era defined by humans’ impact on  
the planet. 

Policy-makers increasingly recognise that cities can and must do better. A key first step is to acknowledge that the 
physical shape of each city is not coincidental, but rather the outcome of specific choices. To develop more prosperous 
and sustainable cities, proactive policies need to be adopted at all levels of government to support those goals. This 
can be a tall order for national governments, which often operate in a highly departmentalised way, with little space 
to consider the aggregate effects of their policies on land use and urban development. In an increasingly urban world, 
however, national governments can’t afford not to take on this challenge.

This paper focuses on one sector in particular – transport – and presents key options for national policy-makers to 
promote more sustainable urbanisation. It provides a systematic overview of potential policy interventions, as well 
as guidance to help decision-makers choose the most effective tools for their specific context. It is important to note 
that we start from the premise that urban development is most effective when it results in compact and connected 
cities. After a brief review of why these are desirable goals, we focus on how to align national transport policy with 
this agenda.   

Transport and land use are closely interconnected, and this analysis should be considered together with related analyses 
of housing and urban development policies published by the Coalition for Urban Transitions. However, this paper 
recognises that most national transport policy-makers are focused mainly on facilitating movement, and engages them 
at that level. The goal is to build a pragmatic bridge between the global sustainable urban transport agenda and specific 
local conditions. We present an overview of different types of transport policy instruments and governance reforms, 
examine 21 widely discussed interventions, and end with key principles to help guide decision-makers. 
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1.1 THE CASE FOR COMPACT AND CONNECTED URBAN GROWTH 

The great wave of urbanisation that is sweeping through Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa, along with continued urban 
growth and change around the world, presents unique opportunities but also great challenges for addressing 
environmental degradation, social equity, and economic prosperity.3 Poorly managed urban growth not only has 
severe negative consequences, but it can also create “lock-in”, limiting options for the foreseeable future. One major 
concern is that the average density of urban areas – a key proxy for efficient and accessible urban development as well 
as agglomeration advantages that enhance economic productivity and innovation – is projected to decrease by 40% 
globally between 2000 and 2030.4 This, in turn, can translate into productivity losses, congestion, long travel times, 
social segregation, high housing costs, air pollution and carbon emissions, and ecosystem service losses.5 In the US 
alone, the cost of those negative impacts has been estimated at more than US$1 trillion per year.6

More and more cities are choosing a different approach. Innovators including Singapore, Bogotá, Stockholm, Vienna, 
Hong Kong, and San Francisco are showing how cities can create jobs, support economic development, and deliver 
a high quality of life with smaller carbon footprints. At the heart of these transitions is a vision for more compact 
and connected urban growth.a,7 By increasing liveable density, creating more mixed-use urban districts where people 
can live, work, study, shop, and have fun without excessive travel, and combining this with citywide, high-capacity 
public transport, cities can benefit from agglomeration effects, using resources more efficiently and achieving greater 
prosperity and social inclusion at lower costs.8

Such foundations of good urbanism are inherent to many successful interventions in cities around the world. They are 
part of Medellín’s social urbanism, with its focus on linking new transport with social infrastructures, as well as Seoul’s 
efforts to activate public space within the urban core. London’s transit-oriented urban intensification strategy, informed 
by its spatial development plan, has facilitated more successful, sustainable growth not unlike that of more land-
constrained Tokyo. Similarly, and at lower income levels, diverse cities like Ahmedabad, Addis Ababa, and Dar es Salaam 
have found ways to translate more compact and transit-oriented growth effectively into their particular contexts.  

Still, reversing business-as-usual urbanisation trends will require more ambitious and coherent action than seen to 
date. It will require joined-up interventions from the national to the local level, recognising that urban development is 
shaped by policies at multiple levels. For national governments, it is also crucial not only to advance tailored national 
urban policies, but also to shift the focus of urban-impacting policies and their underpinning priorities. 

Arguably one of the most important new priorities is enhancing urban accessibility – the ease with which people can 
reach destinations and connect with one another. Accessibility depends on land use – how different resources are 
situated within the city and relative to one another – as well as transport options, the availability of opportunities at 
different times, and people’s individual needs and abilities.9 Improving accessibility may require trade-offs between 
these factors and consideration of social norms, vested interests, technical capacity, appropriate technology, and many 
other issues. 

Urban accessibility requires actions in at least three policy domains: spatial planning (land use), transport policy, 
and social policy (Figure 1.1), with strong cross-sector collaboration and governance reforms to support joint efforts. 
However, each sector’s role is fairly well defined and differentiated, and those sector-specific remits are robustly 
embedded into the institutional frameworks of most countries. Thus, even as governments work to integrate key 
institutions and policies, they can begin to work on sector-specific actions to advance urban accessibility. That is 
the context in which we present our analysis of national transport policy options. The transport sector alone cannot 
deliver good urban access, but it has a crucial role to play.

a As set out in the NCE report Better Growth, Better Climate, compact urban growth refers to managed expansion which encourages higher-density, contiguous 
development, with functionally and socially mixed neighbourhoods, and walkable, human-scale local urban environments. Connected urban growth refers to 
investment in innovative urban infrastructure and technology, with a focus on smarter transport systems to connect and capture the economic benefits of more 
compact urban forms.
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Figure 1.1 
The urban accessibility nexus
 

Source: Authors
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For example, the urban highway programmes of countries as diverse as the US, China, and Kuwait have been 
shown to lead to urban sprawl, resulting in greater physical distances between destinations, longer travel times, 
and increased traffic congestion. Beijing is a good case study for this; in 2010, congestion costs were estimated 
at 4.2% of GDP following decades of investments in the city’s six-highway ring roads as part of China’s National 
Trunk Road Network.11

Meanwhile, national road design standards aimed at moving vehicles faster and more continuously have reduced 
accessibility at the local scale, with roads and intersections acting as major barriers to pedestrian connectivity. This 
is the case with federally funded roads in the US, for example; the result has been overly wide streets that are hard 
to navigate and cross for pedestrians and cyclists.12

The promotion of mass motorisation, including through fiscal incentives ranging from fuel subsidies to vehicle 
purchase support, can ultimately lead to significantly higher transport expenditures as a proportion of income.13 
Given the excessive demand of space required for automobile movement and parking, such policies also subsidise 
the least spatially efficient form of transport, exacerbating the conflict between place and mobility functions of 
urban spaces.

In addition to these accessibility shortcomings, transport policy that focuses narrowly on movement and speed 
has resulted in numerous negative externalities, above all road accidents, transport inequalities, air pollution, and 
unsustainable resource use.14 Most worryingly, perhaps, transport is the fastest-growing carbon emissions sector 
globally, already accounting for 23% of global CO2 emissions, and predicted to increase by 70% by 2050 under a 
business-as-usual scenario.15 In addition, life cycle analysis suggests that carbon emissions embedded in transport 
infrastructure (i.e. those linked to their construction) are substantial, typically adding another 63% of embodied 
emissions for road transport in addition to emissions from vehicle operations.16 

Experts have thus, for years, advocated for refocusing transport policy on accessibility, in close coordination with 
other sectors.17 Instead of only considering traffic or even mobility,18 transport policy needs to get better at judging 
the aggregate impact of supporting different types of movements and speeds. Above all, this requires policy makers 
to recognise that spatial development, urban form, and city design are themselves dynamic, able to both respond to 
and shape transport interventions. 

As shown in Figure 1.2, a transport policy progression from traffic to mobility and accessibility creates a broadening 
of concerns and actions across modal shares, urban design and morphology, economic efficiency, and quality-of-
life parameters. It also requires new cross-sectoral metrics, analysis, and appraisal methods. These will have to 
acknowledge the difference between transport-related terminologies that are often used interchangeably: traffic 
(focus on level of service of roads and vehicle speeds), mobility (focus on multi-modal, door-to-door movement), 
connectivity (focus on ease of exchange between fixed locations), and accessibility (focus on travel costs and time 
to reach destinations).19 By contrast, many transport performance indicators, such as roadway level of service 
and average traffic speeds, continue to measure mobility rather than accessibility, and are biased simplistically in 
favour of ease of movement.20
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Figure 1.2 
The transport policy progression towards accessibility

Source: Venter based on Litman, 201721
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Looking ahead, social and technological changes are likely to transform urban transport even faster than in the 
previous decade, adding to the urgency for national transport policy reforms. There will be new mobility services, 
smart logistics, novel personal mobility devices, and increasingly autonomous vehicles. The medium- to long-term 
impacts of these innovations are difficult to predict, especially as lifestyles and the nature of work are also changing 
rapidly. Overall travel needs may be drastically altered as more people connect, work, shop, and play remotely.26 

To summarise, transport policy has a great impact on the quality of life, economic dynamism, and environmental 
sustainability of cities, and can play a central role in enabling compact and connected urban growth. At its best, 
transport policy focuses on increasing urban accessibility in conjunction with spatial planning and social policy. This 
approach recognises that the provision of equitable and efficient access to people, goods, and services is a primary 
function of cities, even though many urban areas are struggling with this fundamental requirement. In the medium 
and long term, a shift towards accessibility planning and the facilitation of compact and connected urban growth will 
necessitate governance reforms and enhanced capacities for policy integration.27 In the short term, the accessibility 
paradigm will have to provide key pointers for existing transport policy frameworks and instruments around which 
these can be recalibrated.  

1.3 RESEARCH APPROACH AND REPORT STRUCTURE

The research for this paper included both desktop-based work and primary research using interviews and expert surveys. 
Following initial scoping calls with transport experts, an extensive global literature review informed the creation of an 
inventory of 189 transport policy instruments and governance reforms (Figure 1.3). Policy interventions in this inventory 
were organised against more than 20 characteristics that helped to structure, analyse, and compare them. This led to the 
creation of a taxonomy based on instrument type, followed by a more in-depth discussion of how these instruments and 
reforms could be grouped (section 2). A final set of 21 interventions was chosen based on: (i) feedback from experts; (ii) 
the prominence of these instruments and reforms in the literature; and (iii) relevance to national governments. In total, 
77 experts from 26 countries were consulted to further prioritise this selection in the context of compact and connected 
urban growth, with the top five policy interventions explored in more detail (section 3). 

Figure 1.3 
The transport policy progression towards accessibility 

  

Source: Authors
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Experts also provided detailed input about the flagship policy interventions in relation to contextual factors, country 
characteristics, and key barriers that will have to be considered (section 4). Based on the inventory and priority flagship 
policy interventions, section 5 presents a set of key takeaways for national policy-makers. More detailed methodological 
information can be found in Appendix A, while Appendix B contains the full policy inventory. 

2. Mapping the landscape of national transport policy  
interventions
This paper starts from the premise that compact and connected urban development is a highly desirable policy 
objective, and that national governments can and should play a role in supporting cities’ efforts to achieve it. Transport 
is a mature policy sector, focused broadly on facilitating the movement of people and goods. Thus, we focus on 
policy instruments typically associated with the sectoral powers of transport ministries, even while recognising that 
other sectors, most notably urban planning and social policy, have key roles to play as well. In addition, we identify 
governance reforms that could also advance this objective. Thus, in this paper national transport policy intervention is 
understood as the combined focus on policy instruments and governance reforms.

This dual focus is based on the recognition that policy instruments are often technocratic and fairly un-ideological, but the 
context in which they are implemented is inherently political. Thus, examining the role of national transport policies in 
making cities more compact and connected requires looking both downstream – what practical options are available, such 
as regulating traffic speeds, public transport budget allocations, or road design codes – and upstream, to consider whether 
decision-making power and resources are allocated in ways that support implementation of those options. Questions of 
governance are inherently more political than policy instruments, but often they can be addressed more easily once there  
is agreement on policy priorities, as the questions can then be framed as administrative and technical coordination issues.

Figure 2.1 
Policy, instruments, plans, programmes, and projects 

 

 

Source: Authors, based on Wood and Dejeddour, 199228

Source: Adapted and expanded based on Wood 1991. 
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National transport policy-makers who wish to proactively support compact and connected urban development don’t 
need to start from zero. Many countries have already undertaken efforts that offer valuable lessons and examples, 
and urban leaders and experts have identified a wide range of relevant policy instruments and governance reforms. 
This section aims to help policy-makers make sense of the options, first by introducing a simple taxonomy based on 
instrument types and then showing how they may differ in scope, focus, and fiscal implications.

Based on an in-depth literature review and interviews with experts, we identified 189 policy interventions (126 
national transport policy instruments and 63 governance reforms) that may facilitate more compact and connected 
urban development. These include proactive measures to achieve more sustainable urban transport configurations, 
as well as the elimination or reform of harmful existing measures (such as fiscal support for inner-city motorways, 
misguided road-building manuals or minimum parking requirements). The list also comprises instruments and 
reforms that may be devolved to regional or local governments in most countries, as well as measures that were 
unsuccessful when implemented in specific contexts but have the potential to be effective. In addition and for 
comparative purposes, other transport policy instruments and reforms specifically targeting low-carbon urban 
development were also considered. Excluded are air travel and shipping policies, which are a major concern for 
sustainable transport but were deemed less relevant to compact and connected urban growth. 

Policy-makers can use the inventory both to identify ways to achieve specific transport objectives, and to assess the mix of 
policy instruments that they are currently using, considering the full range of options available to national governments. 
The focus on concrete policy instruments can help to keep conversations more pragmatic and un-ideological than a 
discussion of broad policy agendas might be – though at some point, questions about the respective roles of national vs. 
subnational (and specifically, municipal) governments are inevitable. As an entry point to these conversations, the next 
section introduces a basic taxonomy that outlines key types of policy instruments and reforms, including options that are 
more likely to be initiated by local governments, but still require national-level action and support.

2.1 TOWARDS A TAXONOMY OF POLICY INTERVENTIONS

One way to think of how government effects change is to consider how much force it applies. From this perspective, 
policy instruments fall into three categories: regulatory (the most forceful type, in which compliance is mandatory); 
economic (incentives and disincentives); and information-based (non-coercive measures).29 In addition, there are 
“upstream” organisational strategies and institutional arrangements that can act as enablers or barriers to change, 
which are covered under governance reforms. Table 2.1 summarises these four categories.

Table 2.1 
Policy instruments and governance reforms

Regulatory Economic Information Governance 

Regulatory policy 
instruments are measures 
undertaken by governments 
to influence people by 
means of formulated 
rules and directives which 
mandate that they should 
behave in a specific way. 

Economic policy instruments 
involve either the handing out 
or the taking away of material 
resources, be they in cash or in 
kind. Economic instruments make it 
cheaper or more expensive in terms 
of money, time, effort, and other 
valuables to pursue certain actions.

Information-based policy instruments 
cover attempts at influencing people 
through the transfer of knowledge, 
the communication of reasoned 
argument, and persuasion. The 
only things offered are data, facts, 
knowledge, arguments, and moral 
appeals.

Governance reforms change the 
institutional frameworks within 
which governments, the private 
sector, and other stakeholders 
operate. They directly address 
the rules that th;ese agents have 
to follow, their related powers 
and institutional capacities.

Controlled persons or 
groups are obligated to act 
in the way stated by the 
controllers.

Leaves a certain leeway within 
which to choose by themselves 
whether to take action or not.

No government obligation or 
coercion is involved. Individuals are 
nudged towards changed behaviour.

Creates the enabling 
environment that determines 
the availability and effectiveness 
of policy instruments.

Source: Authors, based on Vedung, 2017 30 
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Any of the policy instrument types above can be used to address a given challenge. For instance, if policy-makers 
want to reduce car use in certain areas, they can: prohibit driving in those areas (regulatory); introduce road pricing 
to disincentivise driving (economic); or use information campaigns to encourage motorists to find alternatives (e.g. 
by telling them how much faster they might be arriving using public transport). In most cases, a combination of all 
three instrument types, supported by governance reforms, will be most effective at ensuring that urban accessibility 
objectives are met. Figure 2.2 highlights how the inventory can be broken down based on the four categories, 
with economic instruments and governance reforms each making up about a third of the total, and regulatory and 
information-based instruments accounting for the remainder. 

It is important to note that some policy instruments overlap across categories. A good example of this is road 
pricing, which may at first glance appear to be an obvious economic instrument but actually requires governance 
and regulatory changes to enable local governments to charge road users and also has significant information-
based elements. A similar overlap of areas of influence can be observed in relation to strategic transport and urban 
development plans, which may start out as guidance documents and thus be classified as information provision 
but may later become legally binding in which case they would be classified as regulation. To account for these 
ambiguities the inventory identifies the main category based on the primary/most common mechanism used to 
influence actors. 

In addition to the four high-level categories presented in Figure 2.2, we have broken the inventory down into 
additional sub-categories that together form the taxonomy presented in Figure 2.3. 

Source: LSE Cities (2019).
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Figure 2.3 
Taxonomy of transport policy instruments and governance reforms
 

Source: AuthorsSource: LSE Cities (2019).

Figure 2.3
Taxonomy of transport policy instruments and governance reforms 
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Policy
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Governance
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salaries
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(voluntary)
e.g. introducing 
voluntary fuel 
e�iciency labelling

Awareness 
campaigns
e.g. direct marketing 
campaigns 
promoting 
sustainable travel 
choices

Data & statistics
e.g. carrying out 
mobility behaviour 
surveys

Information 
provision
e.g. providing real 
time passenger 
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Knowledge 
creation
e.g. R&D into new 
technologies or 
mobility services

Education
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programmes for 
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e.g. political leader 
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vehicle ownership 
taxes

Subsidies
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Pricing
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(mandatory)
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Vehicle access 
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Mobility services 
regulations
e.g. licensing rules 
for autonomous 
vehicles
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e.g. speed limits, 
right-of-way 
regulation
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design
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to max parking 
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Other operational 
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e.g. speed limits, 
right-of-way 
regulation
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Regulatory policy instruments

Applying the above categorisation to the global inventory reveals that 19% of the policy instruments we reviewed can 
be considered regulatory instruments. Historically, regulatory “command-and-control” type policy instruments are the 
most widely used and well-established tools available to policy-makers. Generally speaking, the implementation cost 
to governments from these instruments is small and they tend to be fairly effective at achieving a particular objective 
as long as enforcement is closely monitored. Examples include fuel standards in Europe, vehicle access and parking 
restrictions in Singapore, and reformed urban planning policy in Brazil. 

Even in countries where many aspects of urban transport planning and management have been devolved to the local 
level, regulatory instruments can still provide a framework to support compact and connected urban development. 
For example, laws to reduce speed limits in urban areas not only make roads safer, but also reduce congestion,  
noise, and air pollution.31 Globally, only 29% of countries have urban speed limits of 50 km/h or below and/or 
allow local authorities to reduce them further but this is increasingly being recognised as an area where national 
governments should introduce stricter laws.32 In December 2018, Spain announced that it was developing a plan to 
reduce urban speed limits to 30 km/h, following requests by several cities; similar measures are being discussed in 
other European countries.33

Economic policy instruments

Economic instruments make up 29% of the inventory. For the purposes of this taxonomy, this category also includes 
direct funding and financing of transport infrastructure and operations by national governments. Since the 1980s, 
there has been a considerable expansion of transport policies that rely on economic (or “market-based”) instruments 
to achieve their objectives. This emerged out of a consensus that, in certain contexts, regulatory instruments fail to 
achieve the most efficient outcome due to the rigidity of their “one-size-fits-all” approach and lack of incentives for 
actors to change their behaviour beyond what is legally mandated.34 Although economic instruments can be more 
efficient, determining the appropriate level of taxes and subsidies requires a high degree of administrative capacity and 
institutional maturity, exacerbated by information asymmetries between policy-makers and individuals and firms. 

Examples of instruments in this category include: vehicle registration; ownership, fuel, emissions, and usage taxes; 
and parking and congestion fees aimed at bridging the gap between the private and social costs of transport. On the 
other side of the spectrum, subsidies for electric/low-carbon vehicles and public transport fees can provide positive 
incentives to transition towards compact and connected growth. Different economic instruments can balance each 
other out, and effective transport demand management often requires a combination of disincentives for driving 
and incentives for walking, cycling, and public transport. Some studies estimate that in the US, only about 5% of 
commuters pay for parking, meaning that even when public transport is available (and it often isn’t) making the switch 
might simply not make economic sense for individuals.35

Increased funding for major transport infrastructure projects that cities may not be able to pay for on their own is 
another significant area where national governments can shape urban transport outcomes through economic policy. 
In countries such as Colombia, Mexico, China, and Indonesia, national governments have played an important role in 
ensuring that cities have the financing and technical assistance they need to meet their growing mobility challenges, 
resulting in large increases in the provision of urban mass transit in these countries over the past 15 years.36

Information-based policy instruments

Most economic and regulatory policies rely on what is known as a “carrot and stick” approach – in which individuals 
are generally assumed to have a set of fixed preferences and valuations – but ignore the fact that public policy needs 
to be about changing attitudes. This is where information-based or “soft” policy tools have the potential to make a 
real difference, through a variety of mechanisms to nudge, raise awareness, and change behaviour and attitudes over 
time.37 These instruments make up 19% of the inventory and include: voluntary labelling and certification schemes; 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/economics-econometrics-and-finance/social-costs
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awareness campaigns about the costs of driving and the benefits of alternative travel choices; reforming data collection 
and statistical services to align with accessibility goals; R&D to support new mobility services; and education for local 
transport planners. 

In addition to direct awareness-raising and communication with the public, national governments can also use softer 
policy measures that impact on local transport planning. Examples include the US Federal Highway Administration’s 
endorsement of the NACTO Urban Street Design Guide that aims to reimagine urban streets as safe, sustainable 
public spaces for people walking, driving, biking, and using public transport,38 and New Zealand’s adoption of national 
guidelines for integrated transport assessment that use accessibility-based appraisal methods to account for the local 
environmental and social impacts of new transport projects.39

Governance reforms

The final third of interventions reviewed can be categorised as governance reforms (63 out of 189). These legislative 
or institutional changes can consist of: (i) new structures that set the responsibilities, powers, and jurisdictions of 
different actors; (ii) new processes that guide the procedural activities and planning efforts while determining the 
level of involvement of actors at different stages; (iii) new tools that cover strategic plans, assessment methods, 
information gathering, and metrics; and (iv) new enabling conditions that address leadership, institutional cultures, 
and capacities. It should be noted that some of these reforms are not necessarily transport-specific. Furthermore, most 
do not foster or curtail urban accessibility by themselves. Depending on the context, the same governance reform can 
have a positive impact in one jurisdiction and a neutral or negative impact in another (in terms of the institutional 
environment that determines the effectiveness of accessibility policies).

The decentralisation efforts in Colombia that started in 1986 and were strengthened by the 1991 Constitution are 
representative of a successful governance reform that allowed cities to develop innovative solutions to improve 
accessibility.40 Following in the footsteps of the pioneering example of Curitiba in Brazil, these reforms enabled 
Bogotá to roll out more kilometres of the bus rapid transit (BRT) system per resident than most other countries and 
at a comparatively lower cost.41 Slightly different from devolution, recent years have seen attempts to re-municipalise 
transport-related responsibilities. For example, in France, a new law was passed in 2010 that enables two or more 
municipalities to create a “local public company” (SPL) that can carry out public services without the need to invite 
tenders from private companies.42 Since the law was introduced, more than 350 SPLs have been created, replacing 
mixed public–private and private operators, especially in public transport.43 The city of Saumur in Western France 
created an SPL for its public transport services, leading to annual savings of between €400,000 and €800,000.44

While re-municipalisation certainly has the potential to improve the quality of service and/or reduce costs, such an 
outcome cannot be guaranteed. Such reforms require careful consideration. In Addis Ababa, for instance, strategic 
transport powers were re-centralised, putting the federal government in charge (through the Ethiopian Railways 
Corporation) in order to deliver the Addis Ababa Light Rail Transit system.45 The city government was deemed to lack 
the skills and financing capacity to deliver such a complex and costly project. This is why governance reforms have to 
consider existing incentives and institutional capacities, and be carefully monitored to ensure that they produce the 
desired outcomes. 

2.2 CRITICAL CHARACTERISTICS BEYOND THE TAXONOMY

The inventory of policy instruments was not just reviewed using the high-level taxonomy of instrument type presented 
above but also based on a set of key characteristics that can help to further differentiate the policy interventions 
and act as important entry points for discussions about relevant policy instruments and governance reforms. 
These characteristics help to segment and compare the interventions, think through their impact, and consider key 
contextual factors and implementation barriers. Given that policy interventions were assessed in general terms (rather 
than within a specific country context), this approach is necessarily a simplification of the actual complexities of policy-
making but it provides a framework for specific conversations related to this wide range of transport policy tools. This 
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section briefly describes four of these characteristics that were deemed particularly interesting and describes how they 
could be used to evaluate policy options: 

1. What is their scope? Do national policies (indirectly) influence all cities, (directly) focus on all urban areas, or 
target a specific city? 

2. What types of transition activities do they foster or support: strategic, tactical, operational, or reflexive? 

3. How great are the policies’ fiscal implications? 

4. Which piece of the sustainable transport hierarchy do they support: avoid, shift, or improve?b 
 

Urban scope

National transport policies vary dramatically in how narrowly they target cities: they can be general policies that 
significantly influence urban areas, targeted policies focused on urban areas, or specific to a single city or urban area.46 
This important perspective builds on the United Nations’ New Urban Agenda and its advocacy for the establishment 
of comprehensive and coherent national urban policy.47 As shown in Figure 2.4, more than half the policy instruments 
that we considered (53%) fall into the first category; for example, vehicle tax reforms, fuel subsidies, and emissions 
standards. Although they do not specifically target cities, they can strongly influence the relative cost of different 
transport modes, which in turn can affect incentives for urban growth and sprawl. Only 16% are urban-focused (e.g. 
developing sustainable urban mobility plans, changing planning policy, subsidies for urban infrastructure). More 
common (31%) are policy instruments targeting specific cities or urban areas (e.g. financing a metro system or other 
transport infrastructure). This category also includes many policy instruments that are typically implemented at the 
city level (road user charging, parking policy), but where the national government can play an important enabling role. 

b The pie charts in this section only show data from the 126 policy instruments and exclude the 83 governance reforms since they are often not directly 
comparable. Corresponding results for governance reforms are discussed at the end of each section where applicable. For a full list of all characteristics for which 
data were collected, see Appendix A.

Figure 2.2
Share of policy instruments according to the urban scope
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Source: Authors
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Among the governance reform options we reviewed, the vast majority (84%) are urban-influencing. This is not 
surprising, but the fact that such large shares of both policy instruments and governance reforms are only urban-
influencing may help to explain why national transport policies have not made a significant positive impact on cities to 
date: they are not directly addressing the targeted problems.  

Transition activity

Over the last decade, government action in the context of achieving more sustainable development has been 
increasingly framed as transition management.48 From this perspective, policy instruments can be categorised by 
where they fit into the transition process: from the establishment of a vision (strategic), to implementation (tactical 
and operational), and finally to the evaluation of outcomes and processes (reflexive). 

As shown in Figure 2.5, the vast majority of the policy instruments we assessed can be classified as either “strategic” 
(43%) or “tactical” (35%). This is partly due to the high number of regulatory instruments included in the inventory 
as well as the long-term impact of major infrastructure decisions we considered. The very small number of policy 
instruments that support the reflexive stage is a concern, as evaluation and learning are critical for managing better 
transitions in the future. For example, in a recent analysis of 30 transport mega-projects across 10 OECD countries, 
more than half did not include any form of post-project evaluation.49 When it comes to the governance reforms in the 
inventory, a full 83% were classified as strategic.

Fiscal implications

A universally important consideration for policy-makers relates to the impact that specific policy instruments have on 
the budget. Recent policy debates on sustainable development have highlighted that the traditional, simplistic lens 
of assessing policy options by “how much does it cost the taxpayer?” needs to give way to the far more appropriate 
consideration of sustainable management of public funds, considerations of environmental and social externalities 
(shadow pricing), and a government’s capacity to identify and execute policies while maintaining control of their  
fiscal implications.50

Figure 2.4
Share of policy instruments according to the type of transition activity.  
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Figure 2.6 presents a simple three-level differentiation of fiscal implications of national transport policy instruments. 
Perhaps somewhat surprisingly, only 10% of policy instruments reviewed were judged as having high/considerable 
fiscal implications. These are mostly policies that include significant infrastructure or operational investments or a 
reallocation of public budgets (e.g. building new railway infrastructure). Another 34% were judged to have medium/
some fiscal implications. These mostly include economic policy instruments implying transport-related changes 
to taxation and/or fees. It should be noted that this category doesn’t differentiate instruments that are revenue 
generators – it merely highlights whether there is a considerable impact (positive or negative) on government budgets. 
The majority (56%) of policy instruments actually have low/negligible fiscal implications. These are mainly regulatory 
and information-based instruments. They do not require major coordination with finance ministries or treasuries and 
can thus be rolled out more rapidly and focus explicitly on accessibility and sustainability concerns. High or medium 
fiscal impact does not mean those policy instruments are less relevant, however; they are just likely to require a higher 
level of coordination and governance complexity. 

Of the governance reforms reviewed, 65% have low fiscal implications. Many of these institutional and organisational 
arrangements don’t require large budgets, but do require administrative capacity, institutional coordination, and 
political willpower. 

Sustainable transport hierarchy

A final way of segmenting the policy instruments is the three-tiered transport policy hierarchy known as Avoid-Shift-
Improve (ASI) (Figure 2.7). In many countries around the world, policy responses to increased transport demand 
continue to focus on building and expanding road infrastructure even though there is mounting evidence that such a 
supply-side oriented approach actually leads to induced traffic, which in turn exacerbates congestion, urban sprawl, air 
pollution, greenhouse gas emissions, and other negative externalities.51 By contrast, ASI policy instruments focus on 
demand-side responses for more sustainable transport solutions. Depending on the specific implementation context, 
individual policies can promote one or two or all three of the below approaches at the same time (others are higher-
level, focused on the enabling environment, and thus don’t fit into one of the three categories). 

Figure 2.5
Share of policy instruments according to their fiscal implications
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Avoid (reduce) includes any policies that improve the efficiency of the transport–urban form system as a whole 
and thereby avoid the need to travel or reduce the overall trip length. Integrated transport and land use planning that 
improves accessibility and transport demand management policies, such as video conferencing and remote working, 
fall into this category. Very few national policy instruments (5%) fall exclusively into this category. This finding 
highlights that transport policy only has a limited ability to reduce the need to travel, which is an area that wider 
urban and land use planning and social and economic policy are better placed to address. 

Shift (maintain) policies aim to improve the efficiency of individual trips by encouraging people to travel less 
in private cars and instead use public transport, walk, or cycle. Examples include support for public transport 
systems to enable fare reductions, investments in cycling infrastructure, and road pricing. An emerging idea on 
the “maintain” front is to impose fees on ride-sharing services such as Uber to keep them from drawing passengers 
away from public transport. The largest number of policies reviewed (48%) fall into this category. 

Improve refers to increasing the efficiency of transport infrastructure, vehicles, and fuels to make them more 
energy-efficient and less polluting. Examples include investments to electrify bus services, stricter emissions 
standards, and eco-driving campaigns; 20% of policies fall into this category. 

Collectively, the four approaches to analysing the inventory discussed above offer a way to better understand the 
nature of different policy interventions and governance reforms. No categorisation is inherently superior to the 
others, but some characteristics may resonate more with specific stakeholders or in specific contexts. 

Figure 2.6
Share of policy instruments/reforms according to the sustainable transport hierarchy 
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3. Flagship transport policy interventions
Few policy-makers have the time or resources to seriously consider 189 transport policy interventions in detail. Thus,  
we asked transport policy experts which ones they deemed most critical or effective for promoting compact and 
connected urban development. We also reviewed the literature to determine which policy instruments and governance 
reforms were featured most prominently, and then filtered the inventory to highlight the most relevant ones for national 
governments (Table 3.1). This process resulted in a list of 21 “flagship” policy interventions (eight regulatory, eight 
economic, two information-based, and three governance reforms), which we shared with 77 transport experts from 
26 countries in a detailed survey.c The survey asked experts to prioritise these interventions and to identify barriers to 
implementation, complementary policies, and country characteristics that might influence the relevance of each option.

It is important to stress that the policy instruments and governance reforms were assessed on a global scale, 
which is inherently different from how policy-makers might consider their options in a specific national context. 
Potentially relevant contextual factors are discussed in section 4. Still, the resulting shortlist represents a set of 
highly relevant interventions applicable in many contexts –a useful starting point for discussions that can then be 
tailored to local circumstances. 

Table 3.1 
Overview of flagship policy instruments and priority governance reforms

Type Intervention focus Description Benefits for cities

Regulatory Parking standards Many jurisdictions have minimum parking requirements 
for new developments; eliminate such minimums and 
instead set maximum amounts of parking allowed for new 
developments

Frees up space for other uses 
as parking takes up a great deal 
of space; limiting parking also 
encourages walking, cycling, and 
public transport use instead of 
driving

Smart regulation of 
mobility-as-a-service

National regulation that enables multi-modality 
and integrated ticketing, avoiding new mobility 
service monopolies and securing transitions towards 
autonomous shared vehicles

Ensures that new transport 
technologies are adapted 
to meet urban development 
objectives instead of the other 
way around

Licence plate-based 
restrictions

Bar vehicles with certain licence plate numbers (e.g. odd- 
or even-numbered, or commercial registrations) from 
accessing the city centre on certain days or at certain 
times

Reduces congestion by limiting 
the number of vehicles operating 
on city streets

Freight management National guidelines that regulate the movement of 
trucks in inner cities and require that logistics centres be 
situated on the outskirts of cities

Reduces congestion and 
improves road safety and air 
quality

Speed limits Reduce national speed limits, e.g. to 30 km/h on all urban 
roads and 80 km/h on all urban highways

Improves road safety, air quality, 
public space, and liveability

Fuel economy and 
emission standards

Raise standards to considerably more ambitious levels Reduces air pollution and GHG 
emissions from vehicles

c See Appendix A for a breakdown of results by professional background and country of origin.
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Table 3.1 
Overview of flagship policy instruments and priority governance reforms (Cont.)

Type Intervention focus Description Benefits for cities

Enforcement 
regimes

Strengthen enforcement of speed limits, driving 
restrictions, and parking regulation (through better 
technology, human resources, and appropriate fines)

Ensures that existing laws are 
effectively implemented and can 
thus fulfil their purpose

Highway codes and 
road standards

Reform existing national highway codes and road 
standards to enable more flexible urban street design 
(e.g. reducing road width and speed requirements)

Ensures that roads in urban 
areas can be designed to meet 
local needs, including safety and 
accessibility for pedestrians and 
cyclists

Economic Infrastructure 
budget reallocation

Adjust national transport infrastructure budgets to 
increase the share of funds going to public transport and 
infrastructure for non-motorised transport

Boosts funding for much-needed 
public transport projects, bike 
paths, pedestrian areas, etc.

Road pricing Charge for the use of inter- and intra-city roads through 
different forms of user fees

Fees incentivise modal shift and 
generate revenue for better 
urban transport services and 
infrastructure

Land value capture Enable governments to raise revenue from increases in 
property values and/or business income due to public 
investment (e.g. a metro line expansion), and use it to 
finance public transport infrastructure

Increases available funding for 
public transport projects

Fuel subsidies Eliminate national subsidies for all non-renewable 
transport fuels (including diesel)

Makes alternative means of 
transport more cost-competitive 
and reduces air pollution and 
GHG emissions

Operational budget 
reallocation

Adjust national transport budgets to increase spending 
on the maintenance and operation of public and active 
transport services

Ensures that public and active 
transport operations are well 
funded

Tax breaks for 
automobiles

Eliminate any national tax breaks that incentivise the 
purchase of new personal or company vehicles or 
subsidise the cost of driving

Makes car ownership less 
attractive

New vehicle 
registration

Limit the registration of new vehicles, either through a 
fixed ceiling with lottery or via licence plate auctioning

Limits the number of cars 
added to roadways to match 
infrastructure capacity

Automobile import 
tariffs

Maintain automobile import tariffs at the highest levels 
applied over the last decades

Makes car ownership less 
attractive

Information Statistical services Ensure that national statistical services gather data on all 
modes of travel, measures of accessibility, and information 
on the social costs of different transport modes

Provides crucial data to help 
policy-makers align transport 
with urban development 
objectives 

Awareness 
campaigns

Launch national campaigns to raise public awareness of 
the consequences of different transport choices and the 
benefits of taking public transport, cycling, and walking

Helps shift public perceptions 
to favour public transport and 
active options
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The instruments and reforms outlined above have been widely discussed and implemented – but not always 
successfully or without controversy. Licence plate restrictions, for example, have been widely implemented in Latin 
American cities, from São Paulo and Santiago (Chile) to Mexico City, Quito, and Bogotá.52 Such restrictions are also 
increasingly common in China, where they appear to enjoy greater public acceptance than economic policies such as 
road pricing. However, these schemes have had mixed results, with wealthier households simply buying an extra car, 
or people ignoring the restrictions due to a lack of alternative travel options. Policies that only restrict access to roads 
during peak hours, and not the whole day, appear to be more successful in achieving the desired goals.53

Similarly, maintaining high automobile import tariffs can be effective in slowing motorisation rates in rapidly 
urbanising countries, but can also hinder much-needed upgrades to vehicle fleets and keep highly polluting and/or 
unsafe vehicles on the road, as has occurred in Ethiopia, Kenya, Nigeria, and other African countries, for example.54 
To address this challenge, tariffs can be kept high for gasoline and diesel cars but be relaxed for buses, taxis, and 
electric vehicles, which can help to improve the environmental performance of local vehicle fleets.55

These examples highlight that policy interventions need to be carefully designed to ensure that they respond to the 
particularities of the local context, and that both ex-ante and ex-post evaluations are carried out rigorously to ensure 
that the policy instrument or governance reform is working as intended and doesn’t create perverse incentives or 
other unintended consequences that undermine their effectiveness in promoting compact and connected cities. 

3.1 PRIORITIES FOR COMPACT AND CONNECTED URBAN DEVELOPMENT

From the 21 flagship policy instruments and governance reforms, survey respondents were asked to select the 
five they deem most important for promoting compact and connected urban development. They were asked to 
take a global perspective, without concern about differences between individual countries. They were also asked 
to disregard the fact that in some countries, several of these policies might be likelier to be implemented at the 
subnational level. Their responses are summarised in Figure 3.1.

Table 3.1 
Overview of flagship policy instruments and priority governance reforms (Cont.)

Type Intervention focus Description Benefits for cities

Governance Integrated national 
urban and transport 
plans

Establish national frameworks that align strategic urban 
development with transport planning and facilitate 
sustainable urban mobility plans at the city level

Ensures that transport 
planning is aligned with urban 
development and accessibility 
objectives

Metropolitan 
strategic transport 
governance

Bundle key transport governance powers (fiscal, 
decision-making, infrastructure delivery, and operations) 
at the metropolitan level

Helps to ensure a coherent 
approach to multi-modal 
transport for connected urban 
development

Appraisal methods Reform appraisal methods for transport infrastructure 
projects to enable a shift away from “predict and provide” 
and travel time savings to a focus on accessibility-
oriented metrics

Ensures that the viability of 
transport projects is gauged by 
metrics that align with compact 
and connected urban growth
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Figure 3.1 
“Which are the five most important national transport policy instruments and reforms for 
promoting compact and connected urban growth?” d 
 

 

Two-thirds of the experts included infrastructure budget reallocation among their five priority policy interventions, 
highlighting the importance of rethinking investments in infrastructure delivery and maintenance. Also in the top five 
were integrated national urban transport plans, road pricing, metropolitan strategic transport, and land value capture. 
Three types of policies that are widely discussed and have been implemented in several countries – licence plate 
restrictions, capping the registration of new vehicles, and automobile import tariffs – were cited as priorities by very few, 
if any, experts. This may be because these are considered beyond the remit of national transport ministries, or because 
they have a mixed track record in reducing car use while disproportionately affecting lower-income households. 

Notably, when the experts were asked to identify the top five policy instruments and reforms that they saw as priorities 
for reducing global GHG emissions, four of the top five policies rated as best for promoting compact and connected 
cities were chosen again. Only road pricing was displaced in the top five, with experts instead elevating parking 
standards reform. This suggests that experts see most of the top instruments or reforms as equally important for 
achieving both objectives. Hence, by pursuing some of the top policies designed to promote compact and connected 
development, countries can also take advantage of important policy synergies to have an impact on carbon emissions. 

Figure 8.2
Which are the five most important national transport policy instruments and reforms for promoting 
compact and connected urban growth?  
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d Sensitivity analysis: The results depicted in  were also recalculated according to the professional background and the geographical context of the respondents (see 
Appendix A). Despite some changes in the order of policy priorities, the top five policies remained the same. This validates the consistency and robustness of the 
findings and corroborates the general suitability of implementing these policies or reforms across the globe.
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This finding was mirrored across the entire inventory of 189 policy interventions. More than two-thirds of instruments 
and reforms that were assessed as good for promoting compact and connected growth were also deemed to reduce 
carbon emissions. While such co-benefits will make it easier for policy-makers to push for transformative action, it 
is also important to highlight that some policy instruments don’t improve outcomes across both dimensions. For 
example, subsidies for low-emission and electric vehicles can reduce emissions and improve air quality, but they don’t 
reduce private car use and might even perpetuate car-dependent urban development patterns.

3.2 A CLOSER LOOK AT THE TOP FIVE POLICY INSTRUMENTS AND GOVERNANCE 
REFORMS

The top five policy options chosen by experts in the global survey have been discussed for many years and have 
been tested in several countries. Below we examine each in more detail, highlighting how they contribute to 
compact, connected, and low-carbon growth, and providing examples of countries and cities that have successfully 
implemented them.   

Infrastructure budget reallocation

Among the most fundamental policy instruments available to national governments are budgetary allocations. In 
the context of transport policy, they have particularly long-term and strategic effects as part of deciding on public 
infrastructure expenditure. The assumptions that underpin these effects are that transport infrastructure will enable 
or undermine particular modes of travel, as well as have an impact on urban form and the level of development 
intensity. Reforms to national transport budgets and infrastructure spending priorities can shift spending from roads 
and infrastructure that primarily benefits private car use to public transport, walking, and cycling.56 Related debates 
highlight that it may be beneficial to ensure that the combined urban transport infrastructure spending for public 
transport and active transport (walking or cycling) matches at least their combined share of trips in urban areas.   

Box 3.1
Evaluating national transport policy instruments and governance reforms in Ethiopia 

Policy-makers looking for the most effective ways to support compact, connected urban development cannot rely only on a 

global analysis; they need to consider the national context as well. In December 2018, as part of a workshop with the Ethiopi-

an Federal Transport Ministry, we reviewed the 21 policy interventions to see how local priorities might differ from the global 

analysis. After an initial discussion of existing policy agendas and transport policy challenges, workshop participants worked 

in groups to review the inventory and identify policy interventions already in place or planned in Ethiopia. They were then 

asked to select their top five policy interventions in the context of local reform efforts. 

Although they had not been told upfront which policies had been chosen by global experts, four of their top five choices were 

the same. The only difference was that instead of road pricing, they chose freight management, which was identified as the 

most important national transport policy instrument for Ethiopia. This reflects current concerns in Ethiopia about the way 

goods are transported. Road pricing, meanwhile, may not be appropriate or relevant for countries in earlier stages of urban-

isation. The workshop served as a pilot to test how the inventory and taxonomy could be used to identify national transport 

policy instruments and governance reforms in particular country contexts. The workshop methodology will be refined before 

repeating similar engagements in China and Mexico in 2019. 
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Within cities, it has been suggested that infrastructure budget reallocation could shift 5–10% of motorised vehicle 
transport to non-motorised transport, and 10–35% of local trips could be shifted from private vehicles to public 
transport, walking, and cycling.57 Specific effects of related national budgetary reallocation in supporting public and 
active travel were, for example, observed following reforms in the 1990s in the US, Germany, and the UK. More 
recently, budgetary reallocation in Colombia, China, and Ethiopia has enabled compact growth in fast-growing cities. 
Budgetary reallocation of transport infrastructure investments at the city level (which is often enabled by reallocation 
at state and national level) has often led the way in shifting towards more sustainable urban transport. Some of the 
most dramatic examples include: Copenhagen, which has built extensive cycling infrastructure;58 Bogotá, which built a 
highly successful BRT system;59 and Addis Ababa, which has a new light rail system.60  

Integrated national urban transport plans

Urban mobility is a complex issue, and it is now widely recognised that we need more integrated planning 
processes that break down policy silos. Indeed, the Sustainable Development Goals note the need for “adopting and 
implementing integrated policies and plans” across transport, land use, and environmental policy.61 New approaches 
to urban planning are emerging to align urban development strategy with transport planning and facilitate sustainable 
mobility at the city level. Bringing experts and planners together across domains (e.g. from different ministries) 
makes it easier to develop more coherent, complementary policies and plans, and to take advantage of cross-sectoral 
synergies.62 Featuring transport as a priority within broader national urban policies also supports a shift to an 
accessibility paradigm that promotes compact and connected urban development.63 This sort of policy integration can 
thus create the enabling conditions for reducing carbon emissions and non-renewable resource use and produce more 
socially equitable and economically efficient outcomes.64 

Many national governments have already started to change how urban transport is planned and implemented. In 
Brazil, France, and India, for instance, the development of Urban Mobility Plans is now a requirement for receiving 
national government funds for urban transport projects. In the European Union, guidelines for the development of 
Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans have led to hundreds of cities rethinking their transport planning.65 California’s 
Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act of 2008 requires all metropolitan regional planning areas to 
develop integrated land use and transportation plans which prove that they can meet state greenhouse gas emissions 
reduction targets.66 South Africa’s National Land Transport Strategic Framework provides local governments with an 
overarching framework to implement their Integrated Transport Plans.67 India’s National Urban Transport Policy of 
2006 embraces integrated transport and land use planning as its number one priority, with half the cost of preparing 
such plans for Indian cities covered by the central government. For the past 25 years, Brazil’s national urban transport 
policy has supported planning for sustainable transport and urban growth.68

Road pricing

Road pricing (also known as congestion charging) involves charging private motorised vehicle users for the use of roads. 
These charges can apply to a certain area, to specific roads, and/or to times of use. The vehicle category, weight, and 
environmental impact can also be used to determine the level of fees. There are two main types of road charges: charges 
based on distance travelled, and one-off charges for entering a specific zone within a specified period (e.g. driving within 
the city centre per day). The goal is to reduce the number of vehicles in the street, reduce congestion, control peak period 
traffic levels (for time-specific charging), and improve the environmental quality (e.g. reduce air pollution, NOx, CO2 and 
noise pollution) within urban areas.69 Along with creating an economic disincentive to drive, these charges can generate 
revenue that can be used to make alternative modes of travel more affordable, efficient, and pleasant.

For city-level road pricing, Singapore is the pioneer, having first introduced a manual payment scheme in 1975 and 
updating it to an electronic system as more advanced technology became available. Several European cities also 
introduced road pricing as a means to curb traffic congestion and improve air quality and noise pollution. Cities such 
as London, Rome, Stockholm, Oslo, and Milan have sought to charge private vehicle users to access inner-city zones 
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during the work week (in some cities, road pricing charges vary depending on income).70 To increase the effectiveness 
of road pricing and similar economic instruments, many cities have chosen to earmark the revenue for investments in 
public transport (e.g. extending bus routes, introducing Park and Ride schemes) that make it easier for individuals to 
leave their car at home, effectively creating a “double dividend”.71

Metropolitan strategic transport governance

The idea behind establishing metropolitan transport authorities or similar strategic entities is to bundle key transport 
governance powers – fiscal, decision-making, infrastructure delivery and operations – at the metropolitan or 
“functional area” level.72 Many people who work in cities commute from the suburbs, so efforts to address transport 
issues will work best if they include officials from both the cities and their wider commuter belt. Metropolitan 
transport authorities usually oversee many (sometimes all) transport modes in their jurisdictions.73 This means that 
they are well positioned to develop comprehensive strategies to manage transport demand across the region, support 
more compact and connected development, and reduce carbon emissions.74

This type of metropolitan transport governance reform has been adopted in many major cities in the last decade, 
particularly in Europe.75 London’s integrated transport authority – Transport for London (TfL) – is a good example.76 
Since its creation in 2000, this citywide agency has increasingly taken over management of more of the region’s 
transport services. TfL manages almost all public transport in London: the Underground, bus routes, cycle hire, 
street design for major roads, taxi regulation, the coach station and overseeing the operation of light rail and trams. 
The one exception is commuter rail, which is nationally managed, but since 2007, TfL has been taking over some of 
the commuter rail lines, and it continues to seek to manage more rail routes.77 Increasingly, the importance of such 
reforms is also being recognised in rapidly urbanising countries of the Global South. As part of its National Urban 
Transport Policy the Indian government is encouraging all cities over 1 million inhabitants to work towards the 
creation of unified metropolitan transport authorities. To date, only Hyderabad has established such a new governing 
body, with Bangalore, Kochin and other cities working towards such reforms.78

Land-based finance/Land value capture

Land value capture (LVC) is a term used to describe a range of instruments and mechanisms for funding large public 
infrastructure projects that allows governments to capture some of the increases in real estate values associated with 
these projects (e.g. when a new metro line enables landlords to command higher rents). LVC theoretically ensures 
that the costs of infrastructure investment are substantially borne by those who benefit from it. In practice, there 
are a number of institutional preconditions that need to be in place to ensure LVC fulfils its potential and does not 
have unintended consequences. LVC is not a single instrument, but a wide range of disparate land-based financing 
instruments. These tools are increasingly used to fund urban transport infrastructure projects and have the potential to 
generate more compact development through better connectivity, more intensive use of land and rising land values.79 

Governments can generate revenue through land value taxation, land sales, negotiated developer contributions, tax 
increment financing, special assessments, joint development, betterment levies, transportation utility fees, impact 
fees, and air rights. Which land-based financing tool is most appropriate depends on the policy objective: Impact 
fees can help offset the impact of development on greenfield sites, for example. Betterment levies might be more 
appropriate for urban regeneration projects, while development rights can help increase density around transport 
hubs (e.g. around a new commuter rail or metro station).80

Land-based financing tools all depend on efficient management of public assets, enabling regulatory frameworks and 
robust land and property markets. The use of LVC is far more common in higher-income countries, generally due to 
factors such as local government capacity and the maturity of land/property markets; most developing countries have 
yet to make the most of this approach, even though they arguably have the greatest opportunities for LVC as they build 
new transport infrastructure and grow their cities.81 
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Several developing countries, including India, Colombia, Brazil and China, have started experimenting with LVC. 
For instance, the Hyderabad metro in India was developed through a public-private partnership based on land 
value capture. The state government and the municipality provided the contractor with the right-of-way for metro 
construction and land for property development close to the metro stations. The contractor is financing the metro 
construction costs with a combination of fare and development receipts.82 In Hong Kong, income from property atop 
metro stations controlled by the state entity has been used to finance the capital and operating costs of the metro. A 
similar model is in place in Japan.83 However, there are risks of these instruments having unintended consequences 
if they are not enforced in the context of careful urban planning and strict land management. LVC has been linked 
to increased urban sprawl, exclusive city development in the United States and inducing rent-seeking behaviour and 
land-grabbing.84 

4. From concept to practice: Adapting to national contexts  
and overcoming barriers
The discussion in the preceding sections focuses on the core concepts behind widely recommended national transport 
policies and governance reforms, but adopting any of these options requires careful consideration of the national 
context. Indeed, the national context may determine why a specific policy succeeds in one place, but fails in another. 

4.1 KEY FACTORS TO CONSIDER IN CHOOSING POLICY INTERVENTIONS FOR A  
SPECIFIC NATIONAL CONTEXT

Experts interviewed for this analysis identified several economic, social, governance, physical and environmental 
features that need to be taken into account. To capture these concerns in a more systematic way, our survey asked 
respondents to list up to five contextual factors that determine the appropriateness and effectiveness of national 
transport policy instruments and governance reforms for particular countries. Figure 4.1 provides an overview of  
the top 10 contextual factors and how often they were cited by respondents. 

Figure 4.1
Top 10 contextual factors that determine the appropriateness and effectiveness of policy 
interventions 
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The results show that governance structures (decentralisation, powers) and government resources (administrative 
and technical capacity, access to finance) are significant contextual factors in policy-making around the world. 
These broad categories were closely followed by socio-economic and political factors such as local cultural 
attitudes, wealth levels, and the political climate. These findings suggest that addressing institutional and financial 
barriers will require particular attention for successful policy implementation. Surprising in the survey results 
is the relatively low importance given to the urban form and environment context, given the interrelationship 
between mobility, urban form, economic geography, and infrastructure that can lock in unsustainable patterns.  
Yet it highlights once again that successful policy-making has to respond first and foremost to the existing 
institutional context.  

Certain country profiles may bring some of these factors into sharper relief. Using basic regional and/or country 
archetypes through which context can be considered, the survey respondents were asked to select the country 
contexts where they felt their top five policy interventions would be most appropriate or have the most impact. The 
five categories devised were offered as a proxy for relative levels of wealth, urbanisation, and motorisation, as well 
as likely administrative capacity. The categories are: Low-Income Asian & African Countries (e.g. Ethiopia, India, 
Tanzania, Bangladesh); Medium-Income Asian & African Countries (e.g. China, Malaysia, Vietnam, Indonesia, 
Nigeria); Medium-Income Latin American Countries (e.g. Brazil, Mexico, Colombia, Chile); High-Income European 
& Asian Countries (e.g. UK, Germany, France, Japan, South Korea, Singapore); and High-Income North American 
& Oceanian Countries (US, Canada, Australia, New Zealand). These regional groupings comprise large numbers of 
diverse countries, so this is a very simplified categorisation. Still the survey responses offer some indications of the 
types of policy instruments and governance reforms that may be most appropriate for particular country contexts. 

Some policy instruments and reforms were deemed to be medium or high priorities irrespective of country/
region, such as introducing metropolitan strategic transport, eliminating fuel subsidies, and reforming appraisal 
methods. Road pricing and smart regulation of mobility-as-a-service were considered more relevant for the two 
categories of high-income countries, while integrated national urban and transport plans and infrastructure 
budget reallocation were identified as most relevant for low- and medium-income countries – probably because 
they are already widespread in developed countries. 

4.2 BARRIERS TO SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATION 

Policy-makers seeking to implement national transport policies and governance reforms also need to beware of 
common barriers to success. We define four main types of barriers relevant to sustainable transport policies and 
investment: political (leadership and government commitment, public acceptance); financial (budget restrictions, 
high upfront costs); institutional and human capacity (knowledge and skills, legal regimes, uncoordinated 
responsibilities across agencies); and technological (need to import, insufficient R&D). The expert survey was used 
to generate more granular insight into the barriers likely to be faced by decision-makers for the shortlisted policy 
instruments and governance reforms. The list of barriers is shown in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1 
Barriers to implementation of transport policy interventions

Barriers Transport policy example

Political Political cycles and timescales: Short-term gains misaligned with long-term goals, e.g. dependence on urban 
periphery land sales to raise revenue works against long-term land holding and strategic compact growth / 
development restrictions 

Public acceptability: Negative response to introducing user charges to “free” goods (not reflecting real social 
and environmental costs), e.g. street parking charges

Vested interests: Powerful lobbies that inhibit change, e.g. car industry lobbying against sustainable 
transport regulation or motorist groups blocking allocation of road space for cycling lanes

Consumer preferences: The extent that attitudes influence transport policy and funding options, e.g. user 
perceptions of mass transport as opposed to personal car use

Risk aversion: Reluctance to change the status quo (worried about backlash) leads to a narrowing of policy 
considerations, e.g. removing licence plate or registration caps/auctions/restrictions from consideration as a 
supply management measure 

Rigid rules: Lack of flexibility to address local context, e.g. minimum parking space standards prevent land 
owners and developers from limiting the parking they provide in walkable, transport-rich areas

Financial Financial resources: Policy option restricted due to insufficient capital budgets, e.g. debt instruments for 
new mass transport infrastructure 

Institutional and human 
capacity

Knowledge and skills: Insufficient experience or training in new approaches to urban design or service 
provision, e.g. unable to introduce flexible performance-based standards for road widths and layouts in place 
of conventional design engineering standards

Institutional arrangements: Levels of centralised or decentralised decision-making and authority that affect 
policy choices, e.g. cities unable to implement central city congestion charging due to restrictions on local 
revenue-raising from national governments

Technical Uncertainties: Lack of clarity on technology evolution and risk from picking early winners, e.g. reluctance of 
government to invest in alternative fuel refilling facilities such as for hydrogen vehicles (potentially slowing 
market transformation)

Other technical barriers: Key technologies, e.g. cameras/scanners and collection systems for road pricing, 
are prohibitively expensive for lower-income countries

The survey respondents were asked to identify all of the barriers they deemed relevant for their five shortlisted policy 
interventions. The results are shown in Figure 4.2 below, with each horizontal bar displaying the total number of 
times each barrier was selected. The top barriers – institutional arrangements, political cycles and timescales, vested 
interests, public acceptability, and knowledge and skills – show a degree of overlap/influence between them. For 
example, the ways in which agencies are organised between and within governments (institutional arrangements) 
may work against the building up and sharing of technical skills and knowledge for collecting and accessing data and 
developing evidence bases; or the influence of vested interests and public acceptability may entrench short-termism in 
decision-making (political cycles) maintaining the status quo.  
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Other related barriers such as rigid rules and risk aversion are also significant in terms of the number of times 
selected. In fact, most barriers seem to be “governance-related”. It is interesting to note that the respondents perceive 
financial resources and uncertainties as being less problematic. These findings should provide a good basis for specific 
analysis and discussion on the ground.

Figure 4.2 
Barriers identified for flagship transport policy instruments and governance reforms 

This overview of general country-specific considerations will be critical for translating the input provided in this paper 
to individual countries. It already includes a complex list of contextual factors and barriers that can act as a starting 
point for discussions with policy-makers about the specific constraints and opportunities they face. Governance-
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Below we distil the insights from our analysis into recommendations for national transport policy-makers as they 
look to build a policy toolkit to promote compact and connected urban development: 

Carefully consider the national context, especially institutional arrangements. 

 ▪ Recognise that factors such as a country’s political economy, level of decentralisation, and wealth can make 
specific policy interventions more or less viable. 

 ▪ Consider institutional arrangements in particular, as they are seen as the most important contextual factor and 
barrier for implementing specific policy instruments. Adopting policy instruments just because they worked 
somewhere else doesn’t make sense if the local context is different. 

 ▪ Find windows of opportunity to adopt particularly tough reforms when they are likelier to be accepted by the 
public. Some policy instruments may be more appealing when proposed as part of wider national debates,  
while others may be more successful if implemented as pragmatic measures that don’t get wrapped up in 
political debates.

Budgets matter – it is not about spending more, but spending better.

 ▪ Allocate budgets wisely. National budget allocations can make a major difference in efforts to make cities 
more  
compact and connected. This need not require increases in total spending, rather a shift from investments 
that primarily benefit road-building and maintenance towards public transport and infrastructure for walking 
and cycling. 

 ▪ Remember that policy instruments based on economic incentives, such as road pricing, vehicle taxes, 
licence plate auctions, and parking charges, are also sources of revenue that can be reinvested in transport 
infrastructure.

 ▪ Consider financing as a critical enabler, especially of large-scale infrastructure, which underpins many of the 
policy instruments reviewed. Previous work by the Coalition has identified several avenues through which 
national governments can support urban infrastructure projects,85 but important questions remain about how 
best to mobilise resources to fund sustainable urban transport infrastructure at scale.

 ▪ Recognise taxation as a central pillar for creating public value in the transport sector. This requires moving 
beyond “creative finance” and towards sustainable tax reform, and strengthening the institutional links 
between national transport and finance ministries as well as municipalities.

Identify and eliminate harmful policy interventions that perpetuate the status quo. 

 ▪ Eliminate or reform harmful policies, such as fuel subsidies, tax breaks on cars, minimum parking requirements, 
and road-building standards that prioritise speed. This is as important as introducing beneficial ones. 

 ▪ Address governance arrangements and institutional structures at the national level that hinder progress; for 
example, single-purpose road transport agencies that do not have a remit beyond road-building, or speed-
based metrics to assess transport projects. 

 ▪ Understand that there are trade-offs between competing policy objectives, and prioritise measures that will 
provide a long-term benefit. For instance, road expansions might lead to short-term increases in productivity  
or reductions in travel times, but in the long term, they create path dependencies and carbon lock-in.
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Consider the wide menu of options to identify priority reforms. 

 ▪ Recognise the transport sector as a relatively mature and well-established policy sector with a good balance of 
economic, regulatory, information-based, and governance interventions. This means that any one goal can likely 
be advanced by multiple means.

 ▪ Take stock of the policy interventions already in place and identify opportunities to adopt further actions 
that have already proven successful elsewhere. The inventory and taxonomy developed in this paper can be a 
helpful entry point for policy-makers wanting to identify an appropriate balance of regulatory and economic 
instruments, physical and soft measures, and technological innovations. 

 ▪ Appreciate that the same transport objective can often be addressed through regulatory, economic, or 
information-based pathways; which is best will depend on the local context and available resources. 

 ▪ Think about the characteristics of instrument types and governance reforms to identify the most appropriate  
for a particular challenge: how directly they influence urban development; what role they want to play in change 
processes; how much public spending they require; and which aspect of the Avoid-Shift-Improve paradigm they 
focus on.   

Make new technology work for urban mobility (not the other way around).

 ▪ Take the lead on steering the application of new technologies. Disruptive innovations – from smart mobility  
to autonomous vehicles – can transform urban mobility, but they require proactive policy intervention from  
the start.

 ▪ Embrace road pricing (including for electric vehicles) as a central instrument for managing traffic, and rethink 
the regulation of different modes of surface transport. Prioritise the movement of people over vehicles by 
increasing the efficiency of the use of space and regulating for autonomous shared vehicles.

 ▪ Create an agile regulatory environment that can respond quickly to changes in the transport sector while 
ensuring alignment with compact and connected development objectives.

 ▪ Take public leadership with regard to open data and interoperability of transport service data.

Bundle complementary policy interventions to enhance their impact.

 ▪ Bundle and appropriately sequence policy interventions, as it will more effectively scale their impact and 
acceptability. Certain policy instruments and governance reforms may complement or reinforce others, so it  
is important to take a comprehensive approach to transport planning.

 ▪ Maximise the impact of major policy interventions by adopting supporting measures at the same time. 
For example, if the national infrastructure budget is being reallocated, the way that individual projects are 
appraised should also be revamped, and operational budgets should be adjusted accordingly. Governance 
reforms to create a metropolitan transport authority might also be timely, to allow for the development of a 
transport strategy that meets the needs of all affected jurisdictions. 

 ▪ Start with easier-to-implement measures while building up institutional capacity for more difficult ones. 
For example, a national guidance document can evolve over time into mandatory national standards. An 
informational campaign can pave the way for road user charges. Sequencing can be particularly useful to 
increase the acceptance of regulatory interventions.

 ▪ Balance push and pull mechanisms, incentives and disincentives. For example, new employee subsidies for 
public transport use are likelier to make an impact if other policies that support car use, such as free parking, 
are phased out at the same time. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/social-sciences/scientific-innovations
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Find common ground with other related sectors, especially urban planning.

 ▪ Prioritise urban accessibility as a top-level outcome. Although this paper focuses on transport policy, 
complementary action is also needed in spatial planning (land use), social policy, and other areas. To be truly 
effective, national governments need to foster strong cross-sector collaboration and governance reforms to 
support more joined-up urban planning and policy-making.

 ▪ Think about potential co-benefits of cross-sector interventions, and explicitly identify them as desired 
outcomes. This is likely to require dialogue with environment, health, energy, and industrial policy-makers  
to understand their perspectives and jointly shape strategies and plans. 

 ▪ Acknowledge established sector boundaries. There are fairly well-defined areas that transport ministries 
are best placed to deal with, and those sector-specific remits are robustly embedded into the institutional 
frameworks of most countries. Thus, even as governments advance towards more integrated institutions and 
policy-making, they can begin to work on sector-specific actions to advance urban accessibility.

6. Conclusions 
With the world’s urban population projected to double between now and 2050, it is crucial to ensure that cities are 
built and run in a way that maximises access to opportunities without increasing carbon emissions, pollution, and 
congestion. This means private car use needs to be reduced and investments in walking and cycling infrastructure and 
mass transit systems need to be scaled up. At the same time, more integrated policy-making linking transport to other 
critical urban sectors, such as land use, social policy, energy and industrial policy, is essential to ensure greater urban 
accessibility. In all of this, national governments will continue to play a crucial role in providing the enabling policy 
environment that will determine if their cities exacerbate the problems or provide the solutions that will lead to a more 
climate-resilient, healthy, economically vibrant, and equitable urban future. 

This paper mapped out the landscape of transport policy instruments and governance reforms that national 
governments can use to promote compact and connected urban development, and provided global experts’ 
perspectives on the most effective tools on a global scale. Encouragingly, many of the policy interventions identified to 
support better urban development also help to accelerate climate action. 

The overview and recommendations presented here are intended to provide a foundation for national transport 
policy-makers to begin pragmatic, but ambitious conversations about actions they can take to make cities more 
accessible – either by leapfrogging car-centric development pathways, or by transitioning towards a more compact and 
connected future. There are multiple options to suit different national contexts – many with broad economic, social, 
and environmental benefits. 

There are also trade-offs which this paper did not address: highly successful and beneficial policy interventions for 
better cities and urban accessibility may still have negative impacts on some groups. Conventional car manufacturers 
who have an interest in accelerating motorisation and keeping people driving their own private vehicles will have 
to revise their business models. Taxi and ride-hailing services will have to embrace greater operational efficiencies 
and greener vehicles, and online retailers may have to price-in the costs of road use and congestion in cities for their 
deliveries. Thus, mitigating measures for potentially negative impacts on jobs and livelihoods will have to be centrally 
considered alongside the policy interventions discussed above. This is one of the key reasons why it is crucial to 
integrate policies across sectors. 

National policy-makers who take on the urban accessibility agenda need to recognise upfront that the journey they 
are embarking on is ambitious. But by seizing the opportunities explored in this paper, countries at all levels of 
development can reshape urban life for the better for decades to come.  
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A – METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH

The research for this paper was based on a mixed-method approach that included desktop research, empirical 
analysis, and primary research using semi-structured interviews and expert surveys to inform and contextualise 
the desktop-based work. Below is a more detailed overview of the methodologies used for different components of 
this paper. 

Scoping interviews: The goal of this research is to create a meaningful resource for policy-makers in diverse 
contexts to identify priority transport policy reforms, including in lower- and middle-income countries. To ensure 
that this research aligns with that objective, the team conducted scoping interviews with 20 international experts 
at the very outset. These interviews were structured to confirm that: (i) the research approach is robust; (ii) 
the work is building on rather than repeating efforts already undertaken by other projects; (iii) crucial aspects 
that could make this work have more impact are not neglected; and (iv) outputs are easy to understand and use 
by different actors. The diverse expert inputs received played an important role in shaping the direction of the 
research and confirmed that there is a clear knowledge gap when it comes to context-specific identification of 
transport policy instruments. 

Organisational affiliation of experts involved in scoping interviews:  
Campaign for Better Transport, CEPT University, EMBARQ, GIZ, Institute for Transportation & Development 
Policy, International Transport Forum, Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, Overseas 
Development Institute, McKinsey Center for Business and Environment,  Municipality of Bogotá, University of 
Oxford, University College London, University of Leeds, Victoria Transport Policy Institute, World Resources 
Institute, 100 Resilient Cities

Literature review: A wide range of literature, including academic research and policy reports suggested by the 
20 experts, formed the starting point for an extensive review of the transport policy literature. This also covered 
sources that perhaps would not have come up in a conventional search of academic titles or covered different 
regional contexts. This literature review was used to start building the inventory of transport policy instruments 
and reforms.

Inventory of policy interventions: The inventory cuts across relevant transport policy interventions which 
have been referred to in the context of either compact and connected urban development or low carbon transition. 
Each transport policy instrument and governance reform was reviewed and assessed against more than 20 
separate characteristics. These characteristics both helped to segment and compare the instruments, and to 
establish key contextual factors and implementation barriers. Where possible, policy interventions were rated 
using a “traffic light” system (high, medium, low or positive, neutral, negative) to allow for comparability between 
instruments. Given that policy instruments were assessed in general terms (rather than within a specific country 
context), this approach is necessarily a simplification of the actual complexities of policy-making and some of the 
categorisations may appear slightly artificial or do not always apply to all instruments reviewed. 
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Table A.2 
Inventory characteristics

Inventory characteristics Description

Policy Sub-Category Break-down to specify sub-categories beyond regulatory, economic, information, and governance 
reform 

Policy Intervention Type Overarching intervention type – what tools/methods could be used by national government to 
pursue desired outcome?

Specific Policy Instrument Name the specific policy instrument – define what the policy is

Policy Action Should this intervention be eliminated, introduced, reformed, or maintained to achieve 2C 
objectives?

Description Short description of the policy instrument or governance reform and its intended use [50 words max]

Primary Transport Objective List the overarching transport objective of the specific policy intervention 

Demand/Supply Does it target demand or supply?

Supply – Government led, providing public services / goods

Demand – Driven by public demand (end users)

Case Study (Successful) Examples of countries that have successfully:

• Phased out (or suspended)
• Reformed (refined; developed improvements)
• Introduced (brought a new policy measure into use or operation for the first time)

Case Study (Unsuccessful) Examples of countries that have unsuccessfully:

• Phased out (or suspended)
• Reformed (refined; developed improvements)
• Introduced (brought a new policy measure into use or operation for the first time)

ASI Category Avoid – Reduce or avoid the need to travel (requires improved efficiency of the transport system)

Shift – Shift or maintain share of more environmentally friendly modes (improve trip efficiency such 
as PT and NMT)

Improve – Improve the energy efficiency of transport modes and vehicle technology (vehicle and fuel 
efficiency as well as the optimisation of transport infrastructure)

Note: some policy interventions are in between, depending on context

GHG Reduction Impact Impact of policy intervention on achieving a GHG emissions reduction: 

Negative – contributes to GHG emissions 

Neutral – has no direct impact on GHG emissions 
Positive –reduces GHG emissions

Impact on Connected 
Growth

Impact of policy intervention on “connected” growth, where level of access for passengers between 
transport (rail, bus, cycle paths) and services (sanitation, water) has increased 

Impact on Compact Growth Impact of policy intervention on “compact” growth, where the urban development is characterised by 
built environments with higher density and mixed use urban form 

Impact on Compact and 
Connected Growth

Impact of policy intervention on compact and connected growth

Policy intervention can be positive on one aspect, and negative on another, and therefore neutral for 
both categories combined

Table A.2 

Inventory characteristics  (Cont.)
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Inventory characteristics Description

National Level Relevance Relevance of the policy intervention for national government (e.g. is the specific policy instrument 
type implemented at a national level or devolved to regional and local authorities)

• Low: Unlikely to be implemented at national level 

• Medium: It is possible that it could be implemented at national level 

• High: Frequently implemented at a national level

Fiscal Considerations Impact of policy intervention on government budgets (positive or negative)

• Low: Has no or negligible impact 

• Medium: Has some impact

• High: Has a considerable impact

Policy Scope Policy scope used to identify who might be affected by a policy:

• Urban-influencing measures (nationwide policy intervention)

• Urban-focused measures (policy intervention for urban areas only) 

• City-specific measures (relating to specific city or metropolitan area)  

Policy Target Group 
(Winners)

List the direct and indirect beneficiaries (e.g. winners) of the policy intervention

Policy Target Group (Losers) List the direct and indirect beneficiaries (e.g. losers) of the policy intervention

Gender Considerations Likelihood that this policy intervention will improve/facilitate the mobility and travel experience of 
women and girls by addressing their particular needs and priorities

Impact on Vulnerable Groups Likelihood that this policy intervention will improve/facilitate the mobility and travel experience of 
vulnerable user groups by addressing their particular needs and priorities 

Vulnerable user groups include people living with disabilities, people from low-income backgrounds, 
and people frequently discriminated against based on their religion, ethnicity, caste, sexual 
orientation, political beliefs, etc.

Administrative Capacity Administrative capacity required to effectively implement policy intervention – the capacity of 
national government to implement specific policy instruments and governance reforms (e.g. human 
resources, skills, know-how, monitoring and evaluation)

Unintended Consequences

 

What risks could be associated with the policy intervention?

• Could there be any unintended consequences? Both positive and negative?

• Has there been any backlash against the policy instrument?

• Could there be any risks associated with policy instrument?

Public Acceptability Popularity of the policy intervention with the general public. Could consider:

• Is there likely to be a single user group that are disproportionately disadvantaged? 

• How is the policy intervention frequently talked about (e.g. favourably or not)? 

Vested Interests How much would the policy intervention be lobbied against? 

Socio-Political Barriers to 
Successful Implementation

Barriers to implementation (other than administrative capacity), such as cultural norms, corrupt 
practices, political inertia from left/right

Table A.2 
Inventory characteristics  (Cont.)
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Development of policy taxonomies: To reflect the importance of considering contextual factors in a more 
appropriate way, the development of a policy intervention taxonomy in this report does not present one final schema 
but instead provides multiple entry points to a classification of instruments. Ultimately, these entry points and 
classifications serve the purpose of familiarising governments with policy options while preparing the ground for a 
more appropriate selection, prioritisation, and bundling of instruments and reforms. The five chosen entry points 
of the classification in this report include instrument types (regulatory, economic, information, governance), urban 
scope, transition activity, fiscal implications, and transport approach (ASI). 

Identification of flagship policy interventions: Based on a review of the inventory, 21 flagship policy 
interventions were identified for further examination. Criteria that influenced the selection included whether they 
were of particularly high relevance to national government and deemed to have a positive influence on both GHG 
emission reductions and compact and connected growth. The initial judgement of this relevance was based on the 
extent to which these interventions are discussed in relevant policy publications and how often they came up during 
the expert interviews. In addition, a further literature review was conducted for these 21 flagship policy interventions 
to gather information on the empirical evidence surrounding their effectiveness. In several instances, similar policy 
instruments were grouped together into a single flagship policy intervention in order to broaden the relevance of 
these selected tools.

Expert survey to prioritise flagship policy interventions: Once the 21 flagship policy interventions had been 
identified, a questionnaire was created to gather expert feedback. The survey asked experts to identify the five national 
transport policy instruments and governance reforms they consider most important for compact and connected 
growth, and provide reflections on implementation barriers, policy complementarities, and country contexts.

Organisational affiliation of experts that responded to the survey: 
Asian Development Bank, Brookings Institution, Business Innovation Brokers, Campaign for Better Transport, 
CEPT University, Climate Mitigation Works Ltd, Cox architecture, Curtin University, Despacio, Durham University, 
Factual, GIZ, Hewlett Foundation, HJA Associates, IDOM Ingeniería, InfraStrategies, Institute for Transport Studies, 
University of Leeds, Inter-American development Bank, International Transport Forum at the OECD, Institute for 
Transportation and Development Policy, JUMP bikes, Kineo Mobility Analytics, LA CoMotion, McKinsey Center for 
Business and Environment, Median scrl, Mobility CarSharing Switzerland, Mobility in Chain, Momentum Transport 
Consultancy, New York City Department of Transportation, New York University Rudin Center for Transportation, 
University of Oxford, Partnership for Road Safety, Pegasys group, Ramboll, Roads and Transport Authority, Dubai, 
Rocky Mountain Institute, Siemens, Smart Cities India Foundation, Smart Freight Centre, Studio Karonga, Technical 
University of Lisbon, The World Bank, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD), TransLink, 
Transport for London, UC Berkeley, University College London, UN Environment, UN-Habitat, University of 
Bremerhaven, Urban Management Centre, Urban Transport Group, Victoria Transport Policy Institute, Volkswagen 
Group, Volterra, World Bank, World Resources Institute, 8 80 Cities.

Sensitivity analysis of survey results: This set includes experts from around the globe working in academia, the 
private and public sectors, think tanks and the third sector.  illustrates the prominence of each of these professional 
backgrounds in the set of respondents.  illustrates the prominence of the global regions where the experts are based.
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Despite the good mix of professional backgrounds/sectors, there is a clear dominance of experts based in Europe and 
Northern America (which is to be expected). This is due to the fact that many of the key organisations working on 
these issues have their headquarters in the US or the UK. Still, our survey gathers the perceptions of experts working 
in 26 different countries.

Figure A.3 
Number of survey respondents per country included in the sample

Figure 8.1
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The following tables compare the survey responses received from the full sample with results broken down by 
professional background and country of origin, to try and see if there are certain patterns or clusters that might 
provide more nuance to the overall survey results. 

Figure A.4 
Priorities for compact and connected urban growth according to professional background
 

 

 

Source: Data from OECD (2016).. 
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Source: Data from OECD (2016).. 
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Figure A.5 
Priorities for compact and connected urban growth according to global context of the respondents
 

 

 

Source: Data from OECD (2016).. 
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Source: Data from OECD (2016).. 

Figure 8.5
Priorities for compact and connected urban growth according to professional background
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APPENDIX B – POLICY INTERVENTION INVENTORY

Below is an overview of some of the most relevant categories from the policy inventory of 189 interventions. Due to 
space constraints it was not possible to depict the full inventory in a legible format as part of this paper. 
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Regulatory Vehicle standards 
(mandatory)

Banning/ phasing out of lead, 
sulphur etc. from fuels

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low Improve + = 3 2 2 3

Regulatory Vehicle standards 
(mandatory)

Introducing periodic vehicle 
inspection and maintenance systems

Urban-
influencing

Operational Low Improve + = 3 2 2 2

Regulatory Vehicle standards 
(mandatory)

Tightening  standards for the level 
of tailpipe emissions from motorised 
vehicles

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low Improve + = 3 2 2 3

Regulatory Vehicle standards 
(mandatory)

Tightening fuel economy 
(consumption per km of travel) 
standards  for motorised vehicles

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low Improve + = 3 2 2 3

Regulatory Vehicle access 
restrictions

Establishing car free zones City-specific Strategic Low Shift + + 1 1 2 3

Regulatory Vehicle access 
restrictions

Establishing high-occupancy vehicle 
(HOV) lanes

City-specific Tactical Low Shift + + 2 2 2 1

Regulatory Vehicle access 
restrictions

Establishing partial traffic bans City-specific Strategic Low Shift + + 1 2 2 2

Regulatory Vehicle access 
restrictions

Establishing traffic route restrictions City-specific Tactical Low Improve + = 1 1 1 2

Regulatory Vehicle access 
restrictions

Installing physical restrictions (e.g. 
Bollards)  to improve pedestrian 
environment/restrict parking in 
unauthorised areas 

City-specific Operational Low Shift = + 1 1 2 1

Regulatory Vehicle access 
restrictions

Introducing license plate restrictions City-specific Operational Low Shift + + 2 2 1 2

Regulatory Vehicle access 
restrictions

Introducing lorry routing systems Urban-
focused

Operational Low Shift + = 1 2 3 2

Regulatory Vehicle access 
restrictions

Introducing Low emission zones 
(LEZs) in urban areas

City-specific Tactical Low Improve + = 2 2 2 3

Regulatory Mobility services 
regulation

Allow spaces for experimentation 
of new mobility technologies and 
PMDs (Personal Mobility Devices)

Urban-
focused

Strategic Low Shift = + 3 1 3 1

Regulatory Mobility services 
regulation

Introduce data sharing requirement 
for all private operators

Urban-
influencing

Reflexive Low Shift = + 3 1 3 2

Regulatory Mobility services 
regulation

Introduce Dynamic Speed 
Regulation

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low Shift; 
improve

= + 3 2 2 2

Regulatory Mobility services 
regulation

Introduce ICT Security Standards Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low Shift; 
improve

= + 3 1 3 1

Regulatory Mobility services 
regulation

Introduce liscensing for 
Autonomous vehicles that are urban 
compatible (light weight, low speed)

City-specific Strategic Low Shift; 
improve

= + 3 2 3 2

Regulatory Mobility services 
regulation

Introduce maximum market shares 
of MaaS providers

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low Shift = + 3 3 3 2
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Regulatory Mobility services 
regulation

Regulate for exclusive public/shared 
ownership of autonomous vehicles

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low Shift = + 3 2 2 3

Regulatory Mobility services 
regulation

Regulate for slow-speed autonomy 
with light vehicles

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low Shift; 
improve

= + 3 2 1 2

Regulatory Mobility services 
regulation

Regulate pick-up and pick-off 
location (MaaS Station management)

Urban-
focused

Strategic Low Shift; 
improve

= + 2 2 3 2

Regulatory Mobility services 
regulation

Regulate separate service provision 
from data, management and 
information provision

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low Shift; 
improve

= + 3 3 3 1

Regulatory Other 
operational 
codes

Reduce speed limits to 30 km/h on 
all urban roads and 80 km/h on all 
highways

Urban-
influencing

Tactical Low Improve + + 3 1 2 1

Regulatory Other 
operational 
codes

Reform highway and street codes 
to enable more flexible urban street 
design

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low Shift + + 3 1 3 1

Regulatory Planning & 
infrastructure 
design

Establish national freight 
management plans  to optimise 
movement of goods and support 
development of urban logistics 
centres at the urban periphery

City-specific Strategic Low Avoid + + 3 2 3 2

Regulatory Planning & 
infrastructure 
design

Establishing sustainable urban 
mobility plans/policies

City-specific Strategic Low Avoid; 
Shift

+ + 3 2 3 1

Regulatory Planning & 
infrastructure 
design

Reallocating parking space to other 
non-motorised uses

City-specific Strategic Low Shift + + 1 1 2 1

Regulatory Planning & 
infrastructure 
design

Reallocating road space to cycling 
infrastructure

City-specific Strategic Low Shift + + 1 2 3 1

Regulatory Planning & 
infrastructure 
design

Reallocating road space to 
pedestrian infrastructure

City-specific Strategic Low Shift + + 1 2 3 1

Regulatory Planning & 
infrastructure 
design

Reallocating road space to public 
transport

City-specific Strategic Low Shift + + 2 2 3 1

Regulatory Planning & 
infrastructure 
design

Reducing the number of off-street 
and on-street parking spaces

Urban-
focused

Tactical Low Shift + + 1 1 2 1

Regulatory Planning & 
infrastructure 
design

Regulate for a special facility 
(multi-storey/underground) or area 
(surface) for off-street parking

City-specific Tactical Low Shift + + 1 1 2 2

Regulatory Planning & 
infrastructure 
design

Shift from minimum to maximum 
parking requirements for new 
developments (residential or 
commercial) 

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low Shift + + 3 1 2 2

Regulatory Enforcement Stricter enforcement of speed 
restrictions, driving restrictions and 
parking regulations 

City-specific Strategic Medium Shift; 
improve

+ + 2 1 2 1

Economic Taxes Eliminating  tax breaks for the 
purchase of new vehicles 

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Medium Avoid; 
Shift

= = 3 1 2 1
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Economic Taxes Eliminating tax breaks for large vehicles Urban-
influencing

Strategic Medium Avoid; 
Shift

+ = 3 1 2 1

Economic Taxes Eliminating tax breaks for use of 
company vehicles by employees

Urban-
influencing

Tactical Medium Avoid; 
Shift

+ = 3 1 2 1

Economic Taxes Increase/Maintain automobile import 
tariffs at highest level applied over the 
past decade

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Medium Shift; 
improve

+ + 3 1 1 2

Economic Taxes Introducing developer levies for 
transport infrastructure

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Medium Shift + + 3 2 3 2

Economic Taxes Introducing land value capture via 
increase of business rates or any 
other tax to support transit oriented 
development

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Medium Avoid; 
Shift

+ + 3 3 2 2

Economic Taxes Introducing land value capture via 
property sales tax, property tax, or 
land tax to support transit oriented 
development

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Medium Avoid; 
Shift

+ + 3 3 3 2

Economic Taxes Introducing taxes on fossil fuels used in 
transport

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Medium Improve + + 3 2 1 3

Economic Taxes Introducing vehicle emissions taxes 
that are time-based, location-based or 
distance-based 

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Medium Avoid; 
Shift

+ + 3 3 2 1

Economic Taxes Introducing vehicle ownership taxes Urban-
influencing

Strategic Medium Avoid; 
Shift

+ + 3 2 1 2

Economic Taxes Reform tariffs to reduce cost of 
importing bicycles and e-bikes

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Medium Shift + + 3 1 3 1

Economic Taxes Removing of tax breaks for use of fossil 
fuels in transport

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Medium Shift; 
improve

+ = 3 2 1 3

Economic Subsidies Introduce excemptions for clean 
vehicles from road user charging

City-specific Tactical Medium Improve + = 2 2 3 1

Economic Subsidy Introducing mandatory employer 
contributions towards public transport 
fares

Urban-
influencing

Tactical Low Shift + + 2 2 2 1

Economic Subsidies Introducing rebates on electric vehicle 
purchases

Urban-
influencing

Tactical Medium Improve + = 3 2 3 2

Economic Subsidies Introducing tax breaks for clean vehicles Urban-
influencing

Strategic Medium Improve + = 3 1 2 2

Economic Subsidies Introducing tax breaks for companies 
working on dynamic trip-planning and 
ticketing services

Urban-
influencing

Tactical Medium Avoid; 
Shift

+ + 3 1 3 1

Economic Subsidies Introducing tax breaks for ride 
sharing companies (bicycles, E-bikes, 
E-scooters, etc.)

Urban-
influencing

Tactical Medium Shift; 
improve

+ + 3 1 3 1

Economic Subsidies Introducing tax breaks for ride sharing 
companies (cars, taxis, other motor 
vehicles)

Urban-
influencing

Tactical Medium Shift = = 3 1 3 1

Economic Subsidies Introducing tax breaks for teleworking 
services (VC, etc.) for businesses

Urban-
influencing

Tactical Medium Avoid + = 3 1 3 1
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Economic Subsidies Introducing tax breaks for use of 
biofuels in transport

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Medium Improve + = 3 2 3 2

Economic Pricing Eliminating free parking City-specific Tactical Medium Shift + + 1 2 1 2

Economic Pricing Increasing parking charges City-specific Tactical Medium Avoid; 
Shift

+ + 1 2 2 1

Economic Pricing Introduce MaaS Road Charging Urban-
influencing

Strategic Medium Shift = + 3 3 2 2

Economic Pricing Introduce road user charging via a 
cordon system

City-specific Operational Medium Avoid; 
Shift

+ + 1 3 1 2

Economic Pricing Introducing  differentiated toll charges 
for different types of vehicles 

Urban-
influencing

Operational Medium Avoid; 
Shift

+ + 2 2 2 1

Economic Pricing Introducing differentiated tolls based 
on level of congestion

Urban-
influencing

Operational Medium Avoid; 
Shift

+ + 2 2 2 1

Economic Pricing Introducing differentiated tolls based 
on mileage

Urban-
influencing

Operational Medium Avoid; 
Shift

+ + 2 2 2 1

Economic Pricing Introducing discounted bulk transit 
passes

City-specific Tactical Medium Shift + + 2 1 3 1

Economic Pricing Introducing distance-based vehicle 
registration, insurance and emission 
fees

Urban-
influencing

Tactical Medium Avoid; 
Shift

+ + 3 3 2 1

Economic Pricing Introducing toll charges for urban 
motorways

Urban-
focused

Operational Medium Shift + + 2 3 2 1

Economic Pricing Introducing vehicle registration 
auctions

City-specific Operational Medium Shift + + 1 1 2 2

Economic Pricing Introducing vehicle registration 
lotteries

City-specific Operational Low Shift + + 1 1 2 2

Economic Pricing Introduction of differentiated fare 
structures

City-specific Tactical Medium Shift + + 1 2 3 1

Economic Pricing Lowering (or total removal) of public 
transport fares

City-specific Tactical High Shift + + 1 2 3 1

Economic Pricing Replace fuel tax with road users charge 
to account for increasing electrification 
of vehicle fleets

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Medium Shift; 
improve

= + 3 3 2 2

Economic Financing Developing terminals or interchanges 
for public transit services

City-specific Strategic Low Shift + + 2 3 3 2

Economic Financing Establishing Park and Ride Schemes City-specific Strategic Low Shift + + 1 1 2 2

Economic Financing Increasing financing for  BRT 
infrastructure 

Urban-
focused

Strategic High Shift + + 3 2 3 1

Economic Financing Increasing financing for  bus 
infrastructure 

Urban-
focused

Strategic High Shift + + 3 2 3 1

Economic Financing Increasing financing for  light rail 
infrastructure 

Urban-
focused

Strategic High Shift + + 3 2 3 1
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Economic Financing Increasing financing for cycling 
infrastructure (bike paths, storage, 
signalling, etc.)

Urban-
focused

Strategic High Shift + + 3 2 3 1

Economic Financing Increasing financing for electric vehicle 
infrastructure

Urban-
focused

Strategic High Shift + = 3 2 3 2

Economic Financing Increasing financing for pedestrian 
infrastructure

Urban-
focused

Strategic High Shift + + 3 2 3 1

Economic Financing Increasing financing for R&D for clean 
transport technology development

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Medium Shift; 
improve

+ + 3 1 3 3

Economic Financing Increasing financing for rail transport 
infrastructure 

Urban-
influencing

Strategic High Shift + + 3 3 3 1

Economic Financing Increasing the frequency of bus 
services (increase in bus fleet numbers 
thus reducing journey times)

Urban-
focused

Tactical Medium Shift + + 1 1 3 3

Economic Financing Increasing the frequency of rail  
services

Urban-
focused

Tactical Medium Shift + + 3 2 3 1

Economic Financing Installing urban traffic management and 
control (UTMC) systems (e.g., fixed time 
systems, plan generation systems, traffic 
responsive centralised systems). 

City-specific Strategic Medium Improve + = 1 3 2 1

Economic Financing Introducing/expanding programmes of 
road maintenance inspection and repair 

Urban-
focused

Operational High Improve = = 1 1 3 1

Economic Financing Operational budget reallocation to 
support operations related to active 
transport

Urban-
influencing

Strategic High Shift + + 3 2 3 1

Economic Financing Providing financing for integrated 
ticketing services

City-specific Strategic Medium Shift + + 3 3 3 1

Economic Financing Providing financing for public transport 
operations

City-specific Operational High Shift + + 3 1 3 1

Economic Financing Purchasing of equipment and/or 
vehicles supporting low-carbon modes 
of transport (e.g. vehicles with clean 
fuels, trains, etc)

Urban-
influencing

Tactical High Improve + = 3 1 3 3

Economic Non-financial 
resource

Allocating land and providing incentives  
for sustainable modes of transport and 
eliminating the free allocation of land 
for road building.

Urban-
focused

Strategic Low Shift + + 2 1 2 2

Information Standards 
(voluntary)

Introducing voluntary CO
2
 emissions 

labeling
Urban-

influencing
Tactical Low Improve + = 3 1 3 2

Information Standards 
(voluntary)

Introducing voluntary fuel economy 
labeling

Urban-
influencing

Tactical Low Improve + = 3 1 3 2

Information Awareness 
Campaigns

Encouraging flexible working hours Urban-
influencing

Operational Low Avoid + = 2 1 3 1

Information Awareness 
Campaigns

Encouraging telecommuting/
teleworking

Urban-
influencing

Tactical Low Avoid + = 2 1 3 1
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Information Awareness 
Campaigns

Encouraging teleconferencing Urban-
influencing

Tactical Low Avoid + = 2 1 3 1

Information Awareness 
Campaigns

Introducing campaigns to promote 
eco-driving

Urban-
influencing

Tactical Low Improve + = 3 1 3 1

Information Awareness 
Campaigns

Introducing campaigns to promote low 
carbon vehicles

Urban-
influencing

Tactical Low Improve + = 3 1 3 1

Information Awareness 
Campaigns

Introducing campaigns to promote road 
safety 

Urban-
influencing

Tactical Low Shift; 
improve

+ + 3 1 3 1

Information Awareness 
Campaigns

Introducing direct marketing campaigns 
to promote sustainable and active travel

Urban-
focused

Tactical Low Shift + + 2 1 3 1

Information Awareness 
Campaigns

Introducing general marketing 
campaigns to promote sustainable and 
active travel

Urban-
focused

Tactical Low Shift + + 3 1 3 1

Information Awareness 
Campaigns

Promoting deadline for phase-out of 
diesel and petrol vehicles

Urban-
influencing

Tactical Low Improve + = 3 1 2 1

Information Awareness 
Campaigns

Supporting bike sharing programmes Urban-
focused

Tactical Low Shift + + 1 1 3 1

Information Awareness 
Campaigns

Supporting car clubs/car sharing City-specific Tactical Low Avoid; 
Shift

+ = 1 1 3 1

Information Awareness 
Campaigns

Supporting company travel plans Urban-
influencing

Tactical Low Shift + + 2 1 3 1

Information Awareness 
Campaigns

Supporting ride sharing programmes City-specific Tactical Low Avoid + = 1 1 3 1

Information Awareness 
Campaigns

Supporting school travel plans Urban-
influencing

Tactical Low Shift + + 2 1 3 1

Information Data & 
Statistics

Carrying out mobility behaviour surveys Urban-
influencing

Reflexive Low Improve = = 3 2 3 1

Information Data & 
Statistics

Collecting, analysing and disseminating 
data on national transport trends

Urban-
influencing

Reflexive Low Shift = = 3 2 3 1

Information Data & 
Statistics

Establishing open data systems for 
transport

City-specific Strategic Low Shift + + 2 1 3 1

Information Data & 
Statistics

Reform appraisal methods for transport 
infrastructure projects to enable shift 
away from ‘predict and provide’ and 
travel time savings focus to accessibility-
oriented metrics

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low Avoid; 
Shift

+ + 3 3 3 1

Information Data & 
Statistics

Reform national statistical services 
to incorporate all modes of travel, 
measures for accessibility and fuller 
information on social costs of different 
transport modes 

Urban-
influencing

Reflexive Low Shift + + 3 3 3 1

Information Information 
provision

Establishing initiatives for personalised 
travel planning

Urban-
focused

Tactical Low Shift + + 1 1 3 1

Information Information 
provision

Installing conventional signs & markings Urban-
influencing

Operational Low Improve = = 1 1 3 1
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Information Information 
provision

Installing parking guidance systems Urban-
influencing

Operational Low Improve = = 1 1 3 1

Information Information 
provision

Installing variable message signs Urban-
influencing

Operational Low Improve = = 1 2 3 1

Information Information 
provision

Introducing barrier-free mobility City-specific Operational Medium Shift + + 1 1 3 1

Information Information 
provision

Introducing crowd sourcing to be 
generate data for trip-planning 
applications and other statistical uses.

City-specific Tactical Low Shift + + 1 1 2 1

Information Information 
provision

Introducing road freight fleet 
management systems 

City-specific Reflexive Medium Improve + = 1 2 3 1

Information Information 
provision

Providing conventional timetable & 
service information

City-specific Operational Low Shift + + 2 1 3 1

Information Information 
provision

Providing real time passenger 
information

City-specific Tactical Low Shift + + 2 2 3 1

Information Information 
provision

Providing trip planning systems City-specific Tactical Low Shift + + 1 2 3 1

Information Knowledge 
creation

Carrying out research into sustainable 
mobility (including policy research and 
tech development)

Urban-
influencing

Reflexive Low n/a + = 3 2 3 1

Information Knowledge 
creation

Conducting research and studies into 
sustainable mobility (including policy 
research and tech development)

Urban-
influencing

Reflexive Medium n/a + = 3 1 3 1

Information Education Facilitating knowledge exchange 
between urban policy-makers, 
researchers and private sector

Urban-
influencing

Reflexive Low n/a = = 3 1 3 1

Information Education Funding training and skills development 
for transport planners and other public 
officials

Urban-
influencing

Reflexive Medium n/a = = 3 1 3 1

Information Leadership & 
signalling

Encouraging uptake of sustainable 
modes/change in behaviour through 
high-profile public figures modelling this 
behaviour 

Urban-
influencing

Tactical Low Shift + = 3 1 3 1

Information Leadership & 
signalling

Encouraging uptake of sustainable 
modes/change in behaviour through 
public procurement and other forms of 
signalling

Urban-
focused

Tactical Low Shift + = 2 1 3 1

Governance Structures (Re)nationalise transport infrastructure Urban-
influencing

Strategic High n/a = = 3 3 2 3

Governance Structures (Re)nationalise transport operations Urban-
influencing

Strategic High n/a = = 3 3 2 3

Governance Structures Amalgamate municipalities within the 
metropolitan (functional) area

City-specific Strategic Low Avoid; 
Shift

= = 3 3 1 3

Governance Structures Create formal platform where actors 
with influence over (or affected by) 
decisions (transport sector) can jointly 
learn, negotiate, coordinate and decide

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low Shift = = 3 2 3 1
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Governance Structures Create independent transport regulator 
with sanctionary and eforcement 
powers (all transport modes)

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low n/a = = 3 3 2 2

Governance Structures Create inter-municipal or regional 
bodies/advisory groups (composed of 
adjacent authorities) for transport and 
mobility

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low Avoid; 
Shift

= = 3 2 2 1

Governance Structures Create metropolitan transport authority 
(with jurisdiction over all transport 
modes)

City-specific Strategic Low Avoid; 
Shift

= = 3 3 2 2

Governance Structures Create multi-scalar bodies/advisory 
groups (composed of authorities with 
responsibilities over transport and 
mobility in a given territory at different 
levels of government)

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low Avoid; 
Shift

= = 3 2 3 1

Governance Structures Create new ministry for 3C 
development

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low Avoid; 
Shift

+ + 3 2 2 1

Governance Structures Create state-owned company to 
manage transport infrastructure

Urban-
influencing

Strategic High n/a = = 3 2 2 1

Governance Structures Create state-owned company to 
manage transport operations

Urban-
influencing

Strategic High n/a = = 3 2 2 3

Governance Structures Delegate decision-making (transport 
sector) to a technical public or quasi-
public body

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low n/a = = 3 2 2 3

Governance Structures Demerge transport into its own ministry Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low n/a = = 3 1 2 1

Governance Structures De-regulate transport sector (e.g. 
dissolution of sector regulator, remove 
regulations on licensing, exclusive rights, 
ownership, quality standards, safety 
standards)

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low n/a = = 3 1 2 2

Governance Structures Devolve decision-making powers over 
transport to municipal governments

City-specific Strategic Low n/a = = 3 2 2 1

Governance Structures Devolve decision-making powers over 
transport to regional/metropolitan 
governments/authorities

Urban-
focused

Strategic Low Avoid; 
Shift

= = 3 2 2 2

Governance Structures Devolve fiscal, investment and decision-
making powers over transport to 
municipal governments

City-specific Strategic High n/a = = 3 3 2 1

Governance Structures Devolve fiscal, investment and decision-
making powers over transport to 
regional/metropolitan governments/
authorities

Urban-
focused

Strategic High Avoid; 
Shift

= = 3 3 2 2

Governance Structures Legislate to allow cooperatives (and/or 
other forms of civic or co-production) to 
manage transport infrastructure

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low n/a = = 3 1 3 2

Governance Structures Legislate to allow cooperatives (and/or 
other forms of civic or co-production) to 
manage transport operations

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low n/a = = 3 1 3 2
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Governance Structures Make it mandatory that all (including 
sub-national) transport-related policies/
projects need to be approved by a 
national agency

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low n/a = = 3 2 2 3

Governance Structures Merge ministries of transport and land 
use and planning

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low Avoid = = 3 1 2 1

Governance Structures Privatise transport infrastructure Urban-
influencing

Strategic High n/a = = 3 1 1 2

Governance Structures Privatise transport operations Urban-
influencing

Strategic High n/a = = 3 1 1 2

Governance Structures Sub-department level mergers of land 
use/planning (or transport) functions 
into transport (or land use/planning) 
ministry

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low Avoid = = 3 1 2 1

Governance Structures Transfer control over transport to a 
single national authority

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low n/a = = 3 1 2 3

Governance Processes Aligning other national spending with 
sustainable transport objectives

Urban-
influencing

Strategic High Avoid; 
Shift

+ + 3 2 3 2

Governance Processes Approve strong commitments in 
national parliament (e.g. pluri-annual 
budget, investment programmes) 
covering several future mandates 

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low n/a = = 3 2 3 2

Governance Processes Decrease length of political mandates Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low n/a = = 3 1 2 2

Governance Processes Enhance transport planning beyond 
'predict and provide' by focusing on 
accessibility (instead of movement)

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low Avoid + + 3 2 2 1

Governance Processes Increase length of political mandates Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low n/a = = 3 1 1 3

Governance Processes Integrating transport into strategic 
urban and land-use planning

City-specific Strategic Low Avoid; 
Shift

+ + 3 3 3 1

Governance Processes Introduce term limits (e.g. maximum two 
consecutive terms)

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low n/a = = 3 1 3 2

Governance Processes Introducing competitive bidding for 
specific transit routes 

Urban-
influencing

Reflexive Medium Shift = + 2 2 3 2

Governance Processes Make stakeholder involvement, 
consultation and participatory 
processes in the transport sector 
mandatory by law

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low Shift = = 3 3 3 1

Governance Processes Pass legislation that formally promotes 
consensus-based, cross-party, 
decision-making in the transport sector 
(e.g. signing specific commitments to 
transport policy)

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low n/a = = 3 2 3 2

Governance Processes Regulate to avoid competition with 
existing bus and public transport 
services

Urban-
focused

Strategic Low Shift = + 3 2 3 1
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Governance Processes Remove 'red tape' in public 
procurement procedures

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low n/a = = 3 1 2 1

Governance Processes Remove term limits (e.g. no restrictions 
to re-election)

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low n/a = = 3 1 1 3

Governance Processes Set a well-callibrated plan-making 
hierarchy to support strategic planning 
logic (top-level plans with lower 
resolution and more strategic, lower-
level plans considering specific local 
conditions)

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low n/a = = 3 3 2 1

Governance Processes Streamline land acquisition and 
expropriation processes for transport-
related projects

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low n/a = = 3 3 1 3

Governance Tools Assess problems as well as past and 
future interventions integrating 
knowledge from several domains (e.g. 
multidisciplinary teams from different 
ministries)

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low Avoid = = 3 2 2 1

Governance Tools Develop and implement costing 
models for transport-related policy 
that consider at least 10-year horizons 
and factor in direct and indirect 
impacts on the public purse

Urban-
influencing

Strategic HIgh n/a = = 3 3 2 1

Governance Tools Develop and implement measures 
of accessibility (which take account 
of access through connectivity and 
physical proximity)

Urban-
influencing

Reflexive Low Avoid + + 3 2 2 1

Governance Tools Developing centralised information 
and communications technology hubs 
for transport 

City-specific Reflexive Medium Improve + = 2 3 3 1

Governance Tools Enhance data collection efforts and 
support data availability across sectoral 
boundaries

Urban-
influencing

Reflexive Low Shift = = 3 3 3 1

Governance Tools Equip transport authorities to deal 
with mobility aggregation

City-specific Strategic Low Shift; 
improve

= + 2 3 3 1

Governance Tools Evaluate specific reforms, regulations 
and/or policy interventions

Urban-
influencing

Reflexive Low n/a = = 3 2 2 1

Governance Tools Increase legally required time horizons 
for (cities') transport strategies and 
plans

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low n/a = = 3 1 2 1

Governance Tools Introduce debt ceilings Urban-
influencing

Strategic High n/a = = 3 1 3 3

Governance Tools Introduce new rules for financing 
transport infrastructure that recover 
some or all of the value generated for 
private landowners (e.g. land value 
capture laws)

Urban-
influencing

Strategic High n/a = = 3 3 2 3

Governance Tools Introduce new rules/limits for 
financing transport projects/
infrastructure (i.e. % user fees, % taxes, 
% debt)

Urban-
influencing

Strategic High n/a = = 3 3 2 2
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Governance Tools Introduce requirement that feasibility 
studies of each transport-related policy/
project need to demonstrate positive 
contribution to 3C development 
(mandatory by law)

Urban-
influencing

Reflexive Low Avoid; 
Shift

+ + 3 2 2 2

Governance Tools Provide earmarked funding to 
subnational governments (through 
categorical grants for specific transport 
purposes, rather than block grants)

Urban-
influencing

Strategic High n/a = = 3 3 2 2

Governance Tools Remove/change debt ceilings Urban-
influencing

Strategic High n/a = = 3 1 1 2

Governance Enabling 
conditions

Assist far-reaching collaboration 
through multidisciplinary and 
multisectoral project groups (spanning 
across jurisdictions, departments and 
other institutional boundaries)

Urban-
influencing

Reflexive Low Avoid = = 3 2 2 1

Governance Enabling 
conditions

Attract and retain skills in relevant 
ministries by offering competitive 
salaries

Urban-
influencing

Reflexive Medium n/a = = 3 2 1 2

Governance Enabling 
conditions

Develop a training programme that 
local authorities can access to develop 
their knowledge and skills in transport 
and 3C development

Urban-
influencing

Reflexive Medium Avoid; 
Shift

= + 3 1 2 1

Governance Enabling 
conditions

Develop and implement codes of 
conduct targeting the relationship 
between government and all actors 
identified under the category "vested 
interests" (in other types of policy 
instruments)

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low n/a = = 3 3 3 2

Governance Enabling 
conditions

Develop and implement transparency 
laws targeting the relationship between 
government and all actors identified 
under the category "vested interests"

Urban-
influencing

Strategic Low n/a = = 3 3 3 2

Governance Enabling 
conditions

Develop knowledge and skills in 
relevant ministries by delivering 
appropriate training on 3C 
development

Urban-
influencing

Reflexive Medium Avoid; 
Shift

= + 3 2 2 1

Governance Enabling 
conditions

Empower local authorities to 
attract and retain transport and 3C 
development-related skills by allowing 
them to offer more competitive salaries

Urban-
influencing

Reflexive Medium Avoid; 
Shift

= + 3 2 1 2

Governance Enabling 
conditions

Increase budget of relevant ministries 
(e.g. transport, land use/planning)

Urban-
influencing

Strategic High n/a = = 3 2 2 3
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